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Chapter 1 

 Introduction 

 

Among numerous aspects focused on research, the medical domain owes to keep its place by 

attracting researchers and practitioners with Challenges triggered in the medical environment 

demanding advancements and evolutions. The considerable acceleration rates in the data 

collection process, with accumulated voluminous data aggregated from several heterogeneous 

repositories, reported a breakthrough in scientific applications endeavoring focus mainly in 

healthcare. The complexities embedded in medical data pave the path in newer directions of 

analysis promoting improved therapies by boosting and questioning researchers to come up with 

improved solutions exploring medical and health problems. 

This 21st century is undoubtedly ruled by a powerful tool-"the data" that is increasingly valuable 

with dynamic economies being framed by the dictators who control it, and medical data is in no 

sense an exception. Health care information aims in benefitting individuals, public health, and 

research advancements in the medical domain [1]. The health data promises a primary advantage 

to the patient from whom the information was secured and later extends its usage to outside 

society with an expanded scope of digitization and Health Informatics. 

Health data, in its variable form and complexities, is hindering a wave of standardization for 

efficient handling of unstructured data, as 65% of medical data owes to be unorganized and 

unstructured. Such low-quality data fails to sustain its efficacy and needs to be tuned for 

improving the quality of medical analysis. Few methods like utilization of integrated data 

analytics, computing tools for quantitative and qualitative analysis of health data, and measures 

to maintain accurate authenticated data aid in leveraging the overall performance of analytics. 
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                               Figure 1.1:  Data Science in Healthcare 

Data mining a subset of Data science that includes a fusion of data analytics, machine learning, 

systems, and scientific expertise has already received its honor in various fields with health care 

worth enough to be addressed in the context. Several applications in health care like Tracking 

and preventing diseases where health care professionals receive new information from health 

data analytics via e-heath [2] provide increased knowledge for sharp diagnosis and optimal 

therapy. New Drug discovery remains to be a vital process that is efficiently handled by rotating 

the drug discovery paradigm upside down with patient response data helping in the discovery 

process.  

One more crucial and inevitable usage of data science towards the health environment is through 

medical Imaging. Medical imaging technologies provide perception to view the human body for 

diagnosis, monitoring, and handling several medical conditions. Science with technological 

advancements helped researchers to get deep into the analysis and identifying sequences of 

genomes for un-wrapping the irregularities and identifying the correlations between genome and 

disease.  

The Predictive models contributed by data scientists provide a virtual platform for assisting 

patients suffering from psychological problems like anxiety, depression, Alzheimer's, and many 
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more. Science into an analysis of drugs that dictate the underlying therapies are reflecting new 

inclinations for Drug discoveries and also aiding in Drug repositioning. The current scenario is 

voting high for repositioning as new drugs are constrained to several regulations and overcoming 

clinical gateways involving long-duration clinical trials turn out to be expensive.  

Hence with all these improved features, data science is striking the medical industry at high 

speed with improvements and advancements at each phase.  

1.2 Health-care and Decision Support 

Medicine and Healthcare are two such entities that undoubtedly dictate human lives. Medicine 

mainly relied on doctor-advised prescription, which in some cases may be prone to 

complications. But data science into health care is aiming at improved diagnosis based on 

personalized therapies, with appropriate measures for drug responses, and skillful decision 

making thereby improving recovery rate. The transformations indulged by science over 

technology are leveraging the performance graphs on the scale of recovery rate. 

As health care system is characterized by the way it is organized and its economic feasibility in 

delivering to society [3]. The aim of such systems lies in enhancing patient health efficiently 

with available resources and evolving needs.  

Handling and taking appropriate decisions n healthcare plays a vital role. Several factors need to 

be focused on related to health care and therapy like the cost involved, the period for recovery, 

and systematic treatment. Even other factors like the personality traits of patients affect the 

health decisions related to drug responses. Numerous health resources are in availability from 

healthcare providers and web sources involving a series of questionnaires convenient to answer 

for deciding on what treatment  

In a few scenarios decisions are supported by sharing and discussing the issues with health 

professionals. Decision making as a process iterates around gathering facts that are needed for 

optimal solutions, clarity in defining the facts, analyzing or brainstorming the instances, deriving 

conclusions on the positives and negatives, and finally deciding the suitable solution followed by 

a follow up depicted in the Figure. The role of physicians in such decision systems facilitates and 
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improves quality with their pertinence participation. Thus the healthcare decisions sound to be a 

key ingredient in improvements and reforms of the medical society. 

                              

                                              Figure 1.2: Decision making process                                                      

 

1.3 Clinical Decision Support 

A clinical decision support system is concentric around analyzing health care for improved 

decisions thereby raising the patient recovery rate. Clinical decision support systems contradict a 

normal decision support system in terms of data being considered for analysis and clinical 

knowledge of several factors related to patient data. 

A CDSS is an active knowledge-based system using the patient-sensitive variables for proposing 

Health emergencies and treatments. It is a combination of Health with Technology involving 

staff, patients, clinicians, and knowledge from reliable sources favoring enhanced health with a 

wider variety of tools helpful in clinical workflow refining decision making. This decision 

support system is built on three main requirements namely Increased Adoption and effective 

usage, optimal knowledge available at times of need, and recursive improvement of knowledge 

and the methods in CDSS. These systems fall into categories like knowledge-based and non-
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knowledge-based with the former type built upon a structured knowledge base and later 

differentiated with the application of machine learning models like Artificial neural networks and 

genetic algorithms. 

 

 

               Figure1.3:  Clinical Decision Support System 

Robert Hayward well defined it as the one that links health surveillance with health knowledge 

to impact health decisions by clinicians for upgraded health care. It renders its assistance to 

clinicians for better analysis, diagnosis, and prognosis assisting prevention with evolutions. 

Despite the ascendancy of clinical systems few pitfalls in the path need to be well evaluated like 

evolving clinical challenges, Implementation hurdles, Prolongation of the maintenance process, 

and timely upgrading of evaluation process within the system. Overcoming all the 

aforementioned issues Clinical decision support system has a long way to go and achieve the 

finest solutions.  
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1.4 Data Mining Techniques  

Data Mining, a process constituting analysis and contributing enhanced decision support in 

discrete zones of Target marketing, fraudulent operation detection, competitive decision analysis, 

and quality assessment promise to keep its pace even in health care for accurate and efficient 

results. The underlying techniques in mining help uncover the hidden patterns that could increase 

and optimize the quality of decision-making.  

The technologies that are used for better performance attainment in the data mining process 

include machine learning, Decision support systems, statistics, Information retrieval system, 

databases, and data warehouses. Among the several data mining techniques prevailing few are 

outlined as Association Mining, Classification, Prediction, Clustering, Regression, and Outlier 

detection [4].  

                                

                                      Figure 1.4:  Data mining Techniques 

The process of data mining initiates with data integrated from several heterogeneous sources 

subjected to data cleaning, transformation, and data reduction. The preprocessing step is said to 
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occupy much of the share in the mining process and is later followed by different mining 

techniques based on the requirements of the data analysis task. 

Association Mining analyzes to recognize the associations among different attributes in 

databases with the rule learning technique. These techniques also play an important role in 

updating masked patterns in data. The rules determined in the learning mechanism helps in 

examining the behavior of the dataset. Association rules develop programs capable of  

Anomaly detection is one of the techniques in data mining that is well versed in identifying and 

predicting outliers, noise, and deviations from their normal behavior. The abnormal behavior 

helps in sensing the fraudulent operations thereby permitting to handle critical situations. During 

the analysis process, the data point that does not fit into any group is mainly considered in 

several applications like Intrusion detection systems, Health monitoring, risk analysis in the 

banking sector, big data analysis, and many more [5].  

Clustering indicates a group of similar objects with a higher degree of association between them. 

This helps the analyst to generate customer profiles. This unsupervised technique of data mining 

facilitates the grouping of objects based on the similarity principle, where each group guarantees 

the maximum similarity of objects contained. Clustering ensures improved visualization and 

enhances the clarity of data objects that help in better decision-making. The similarity-based 

cluster groups can be categorized into hard clustering or soft clustering, where the former 

permits a data point to be assigned into more than one cluster but the latter relaxes and permits a 

data point to belong to more than one cluster. Cluster analysis helps in market analysis, image 

processing, medical data processing, document analysis, spam filtering, identifying criminal 

activity, and many more. Clustering has many variations termed as types, of which few well 

known are k-means clustering, Mean shift clustering, Expectation-Maximization, DBSCAN, 

Agglomerative clustering, and the Gaussian mixture model clustering. 

The sequential Patterns identification task of data mining identifies a similar set of patterns in the 

given dataset for the value defined. It is used in domains like market research, stream analysis, 

and further. The sequence is considered based on the timestamp. The process involves finding 

the most frequent patterns aiding frequency support as a metric. It is quite difficult to identify the 
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frequent sequences due to exponential and combinational search space. Many algorithms like 

PSP, GSP are useful in mining sequential patterns. 

Decision trees are good visualization tools with a flow chart-like tree structure that highly aid in 

deciding the path to be considered. Each internal node in a decision tree signifies a test condition 

and every branch depicts an outcome of a test with leaf nodes representing class labels. In 

general association rules that are framed are better represented using decision trees. The usage 

scope of decision trees includes classification and regression applications. 

1.5 Benefits and Applications of DATA MINING 

The current world is information and completely data-dependent with a plethora of served 

knowledge-creating challenges as identifying useful insight takes a longer time on sheer volumes 

of data. Data mining [6] resolves this quench providing several benefits by eliminating problems 

related to huge volumes and challenging quality analysis. The benefits offered are summarized in 

the following section. 

 Companies are at an edge of advantage in acquiring reliable information which could 

help them gain profits. 

 The economic feasibility of data mining sounds to be efficient and cost-effective in 

comparison to other data-oriented applications. 

 The conclusions derived by data mining techniques permit businesses to make 

operational adjustments and attain profitable production. 

 The scalability of mining algorithms applies to both modern and legacy systems. 

 Data mining benefits organizations in detecting credit risks and fraudulent operation trace 

to thwart them. 

 Data scientists are benefitted from easy faster analysis of bulk amounts of data resulting 

in better decision making and improved product safety. 

 It benefits several domains like healthcare, the retail industry, and many more by 

initiating automated predictions of the trends and disclosing hidden patterns. 

After having discussed the unbiased benefits few backlogs still entail at a compromising edge. 

Among the complexity of data analysis tools, inaccurate or incompleteness of data, privacy 
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issues concerning private data disclosure among organizations are of the main focus. These 

hurdles need to be overcome with measures that simplify the usage of analysis tools facilitating 

ease of use with efficient results. Data incompleteness problems need to be addressed using 

proper preprocessing techniques that simplify data and transform it into a proper minable form. 

Sensitive and private data analyzed may be disclosed to other organizations overruling the 

security policies framed thereby bringing in a need for security provision [7]. 

Applications  

Applicability of a technique projects its effectiveness, meaning that more the number of 

applications more is its acceptance. A few of the applications areas are discussed below. 

1.5.1 Financial Analytics: One of the sectors most influenced and benefitted by data mining are 

Banking and Financial environments. These applications mostly rely on data repositories holding 

voluminous historical data that are useful in several applications like credit risk analysis by 

computing credit ratings, auditing and tracking the payments of loans, identifying the fraudulent 

transactions against crimes like money laundering. Data mining is successful in providing the 

needful with evolving computer forensics. 

1.5.2 Telecommunication Wing: This industry is revolutionized by the Internet service, and put 

forth's the need for data mining targeting improved quality and enhanced performance. Spatial 

databases holding information related to space and time are of concern in mobile computing, 

web services, and Ad-hoc telecommunications. Major applicable zones of data mining in the 

telecom industry are fraud detection, isolation of network faults, prediction of profits, customer 

profiling, and many more. 
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                                      Figure 1.5 Applications of data mining 

1.5.3 Intrusion detection: Any unauthorized activity initiated on a digital network ascertains an 

Intrusion and this technology-driven global era is questioning the network administration. The 

network resources are subjected to vulnerabilities in terms of confidentiality, Integrity, and 

unauthorized access. Hence data mining has emerged as a major remedy for Intrusion detection. 

Few data mining techniques like correlation analysis, regression analysis, visualization, and 

query tools enhance the detection of discrepancies, deviations, and anomalies promoting a high-

quality Intrusion detection. 

1.5.4 Retail Industry: The retail Industry mainly emphasis on sales of products, transaction 

history, goods delivery, consumption of goods, and customer services. In recent times the quality 

of data collected is growing dynamically with the ease provided in gathering data with 

advertisements and availability of the web. E-Commerce is populating databases with large 

amounts of data showcasing data mining features. The voluminous data dumped by e-sources 

provide scope for effective analysis by noticing the patterns occurring for improved customer 

service, satisfaction, and product quality. Put all at one data mining promises the retail zone with 

multidimensional analysis for sales, products, and sales campaigns supporting the retention of 

customers and cross-referencing of products. 
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1.5.5 Educational Sector: The educational sector has witnessed a tremendous increase in the 

usage of digital gadgets that led to enormous data volumes accumulated in repositories. 

Analyzing such large data volumes is not humanly possible nor can be made possible. To make 

analysis possible a complex set of techniques referred to as data mining is used to facilitate 

analyzing a large influx of data for decision making. 

1.5.6 Biological data analysis: Bioinformatics is defined as an area which deals with analyzing 

biological data that includes gene expressions, molecular patterns, sequences, and pathways. 

Analyzing such data permits transforming primary analysis outputs into research outcomes [8]. 

The results from such techniques leverage the applicable scope and promote enhanced decision-

making.  

1.6 Machine Learning and Data Mining 

Data mining in combination with Machine Learning is an interesting area in information science 

that aims in uncovering unseen patterns and deducing crucial information from data. Data mining 

performs the whole process of data analysis that even includes machine learning which learns 

automatically from experiences, constructing respective programs. 

Machine learning and intelligent systems can learn from the data analyzed by mining algorithms 

integrated from various sources [9]. Advancements in automated technologies about Machine 

Learning are providing improved features about therapy's success rate, impacting factors of 

drugs, and many more that have ever been witnessed. All these collectively aim at improving 

treatment quality and enhancing patient recovery rate. 

1.7 Need for Security in e-Health 

The current era of advancements in electronic and digitalized technology increased the scope of 

health data simulating the e-Health paradigm that started a new beginning in the lifeline of health 

data. E-Health aims in reflecting and improving healthcare in several ways like the way of 

thinking, technical betterment, and intention for committed global vision depending on 

information and communication technology. E-Health is ought to be an evolving discipline 

striving to aggregate medical informatics with public health over the Internet via corporate 

sectors indulged in health services intending improvements [10]. 
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With the emergence of e-Health, the face of medical data changed leveraging the scope of 

health-related data to better resolve a health concern. This data includes the health history 

information, symptoms, treatment preferred, individuals personality traits involved in responding 

to therapy like ethnicity, N-Score, E-score, F-score, etc and other information attained from the 

patients or their appointee. 

    

                                   Figure 1.6:  Clinical Decision Support System 

 

Such crucial and personal health data do entail a few ethical issues in combination with the 

security and privacy of data. This ethical issue focuses on the collection of data and its usage 

ensures that data misuse by non-research authorities for non-clinical uses owes to be ethically 

strong if and if there is an answer to the question in terms of risks and burdens that positively 

justify the society benefits. Eventually, the privacy council believing that health data collection 

excels in analyzing information on a large scale is at an edge of compromising data security by 

traffickers, hackers, data bundlers who vendor divulge the information leading to disclosure. 

Therefore proper regulatory mechanisms with accountability need to persist.  

Addressing the above-mentioned concerns is a challenging task with a proper balance between 

the pros and cons in handling medical data. The goals of data security in the electronic medium 

are confidentiality, integrity, and proper data availability. To attain this triad CIA, a strong 
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defense mechanism for resisting unauthorized access, usage, Interruption, disclosure, and 

destruction needs to be introduced. 

Third-party issues affecting security come into the light, when health care data [11] is subjected 

to outsourcing for various purposes promising to be beneficial. Mainly the corporate parties 

indulge in attaining profits by violating privacy rules with data attained from heterogeneous 

sources including Insurance companies. Hence as a part of medical practice, doctors acquire 

information that they intend to exchange with research and medical society employing sharing 

and publishing, with due respect to patient privacy [12]. This published data is processed for de-

identification, subsiding sensitive information to overcome data re-identification. 

To thwart various privacy attacks on patient private sensitive data, techniques involving 

Encryption, anonymity, security culture, auditing, monitoring, risk management, incident 

response strategy are preferred and discussed for an attack-free environment.  

1.8 Security Algorithms 

Databases accommodate crucial financial data, medical data, and data related to several profiles. 

The security breaches and vulnerabilities are waving at high speed raising alarms to secure the 

data, with organizations recommended to set regulations towards protecting sensitive data. 

Security algorithms are a step towards attaining security-encompassing mechanisms to provide 

services like confidentiality, integrity, and authentication [13]. Precisely talking not all security 

algorithms render similar levels of security instead based on the applications requirement 

security services are selected, to achieve a secure system. Among the secure algorithms falling 

into categories of symmetric and Asymmetric encryption, a few algorithms that are worth 

discussing in the present context are Attribute-based encryption and Hash-based cryptographic 

algorithms.  

The Security of Medical records and patient information is the most crucial aspect to consider in 

the e-healthcare industry [14]. An electronic medical record is elicited as an electronic standard 

of patient history stored by health authorities inclusive of crucial information that is needed to 

treat the patient. Electronic health records provide various advantages to doctors, patients, and 

healthcare authorities but, issues related to privacy that relate to patients' personal health 
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information are the cause for the low adoption of electronic EHR by several health organizations 

[15]. There is a need to examine the possible solutions that could address several issues 

concerning medical records. To handle the security issues encryption, Hashing, and masking are 

considered. 

Masking involves hiding data where all of the content cannot be seen on the screen i.e which can 

be used to hide the patient private attributes from unauthorized users. 

Hashing is the process of running the records through a mathematical computational algorithm to 

convert them into a hash function. The hash value obtained ensures access to predefined users 

and cannot get back into plaintext. The hash function provides data integrity that helps in 

averting the modification of records which adds additional security to the health records. 

Securing data is not an easy job, so utilization of security techniques is very important. Hashed 

secured passwords cannot be stolen. There is still no recognized encryption algorithm existing 

that misuses hash even if the hash is stolen. It cannot be applied to any other data. Each word is 

compared in a hash function which instantly recognizes the change in the record. This benefit 

can be used for comparing the record after sharing or storing it in the new place. 

Encryption deals with a confidentiality service that encrypts the data using encryption 

algorithms. It runs through algorithms using an encryption key that has an associated decryption 

key. This helps to store and transmit data safely, and the only way to view the data is by opting 

decryption key. There are many encryption algorithms like AES, DES, RC5, Blowfish, and many 

more. Cryptographic algorithms enhance security and are a vital component for protecting 

private information from unauthorized access enduring confidentiality, Integrity, Encryption, and 

Decryption process of data includes transposition, substitution, cipher theft and so on which 

strengthens the security of data. To enhance the Access control and authentication of medical 

records various cryptographic approaches are preferred, of which ABE is worth addressing for 

the current work. 

1.8.1 ABE (Attribute-based Encryption) 

Attribute-Based Encryption is a public key-based authentication mechanism that attained wide 

acceptance among many well-versed cryptographic algorithms. It offers encryption based on the 
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sensitive attributes and makes decryption possible upon a proper match of attributes within 

cipher-text and user key hence it is designated as a cryptographic primitive furnishing role-based 

access control. In this way, ABE provides accessibility to restricted users entailing pre-specified 

access permissions and highly ascertains collision resistance. The algorithms contribute two 

variations namely cipher-text policy-based ABE and key policy-based ABE [16]. Cipher text-

based performs encryption to generate a cipher-text such that it can be decrypted only by users 

authorized in the access structure. Coming to the key-based policy the attribute sets and private 

keys associated with access structures dictate the user authentication to decrypt a cipher text. 

ABE ensures security and privacy in various platforms among which health care owes to be an 

unbiased area. In such scenarios, an effective role-based access control mechanism is inevitable 

for managing patients' health data. The Figureure below depicts such a scenario where the 

algorithm offers security in an Electronic health care system based on an access list.  

 

                

                                   Figure 1.7:  Attribute based Encryption Scenario 
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1.9 Motivation    

Among several areas of research medical domain keeps its place by triggering challenges to 

researchers on issues like disease relevant treatment prediction, Drug response similarity 

prediction based on personality traits that abets drug repositioning. The quench for an optimal 

treatment is compelling practitioners to analyze the medical repositories holding published 

articles pertaining to therapy. Simultaneously the pharmaceutical sector is unable to withstand 

the restrictions and validations of new drug approvals including issues governing the economic 

feasibility of drugs. To withstand such complications drug developers are striving hard in 

figuring out novel applications for already existing approved drugs through drug repositioning. 

Nevertheless securing patient data accessed over distributed environments owes to be an 

unbiased issue that needs to be addressed with technological advancements [17]. The need 

divulged from the fact that medical records are outsourced for some reason leading to 

compromise in security services [18]. The aforementioned aspects indulge in motivating to get 

deep into them and identify the possibility of refinement scope that benefits the society and 

mankind. 

 

1.10 Problem Statement 

There are many ways of providing treatments for a disease, but an efficient method to evaluate 

the preferred treatment based on the case studies of that disease is a challenging problem in terms 

of Accuracy. 

Similar Drugs reflecting variable responses in patients is questioning the researchers to get deep 

insight and analyze the patient-sensitive attributes responsible for adverse effects. 

Introducing new drugs is a challenging and expensive issue as it put forth problems related to the 

duration of clinical tests and the economic feasibility of Drugs. 

Providing security to patients' data is a never-ending issue of concern, evolving gradually only in 

terms of improvement but never eliminated. 
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1.11 Objective of Work 

1. To develop a Disease treatment Prediction model using a Machine Learning approach 

with Preprocessing and Classification techniques. (Multivariate Disease Treatment 

Prediction) 

2. To develop an Improved Drug Consumption Similarity Prediction approach using a 

Novel clustering algorithm. (Novel Drug Response Similarity Prediction) 

3. To develop an enhanced Drug Repositioning system using K Nearest Neighbor and Ant 

Colony Optimization. (Hybrid Correlation-based Optimization) 

4. To develop an efficient Security framework for preserving patient data privacy using 

Improved Attribute-Based Encryption and Anonymization. (Enhanced Security 

framework ) 

1.12 Key Contributions 

1. A detailed comparative analysis with deep insight into the limitations and identifying key 

parameters affecting the Analysis of Medical data to improve the services they provide. 

2. An algorithm for Disease treatment Prediction using a Machine Learning approach with 

Pre-processing and Classification techniques. (Multivariate Disease Treatment 

Prediction) 

3. An Improved Drug Response Similarity Prediction approach using Novel clustering 

algorithm. (Novel Drug Response Similarity Prediction) for better treatment and 

improved accuracy rates. 

4. A Hybrid Correlation-based Optimization Framework aiding Improved Drug 

Repositioning for reducing the drug development timeline and cutting down the R&D 

cost. 

5. We Proposed an efficient Security framework for preserving patient data privacy using 

Improved Attribute-Based Encryption and Anonymization. Techniques (Enhanced 

Security framework ) 
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6. A comparative analysis with existing methods is contributed that project improved 

efficiency in terms of QoS factors. The approaches are evaluated through a simulator for 

validating the profound results 

1.13 Overview 

1. The first chapter describes the introduction to imperative aspects of Health care and Mining 

techniques, their features, Challenges, Applications, and security-related aspects of e-Health. 

2. The second chapter presents the related works and discussions on reviews related to Data 

mining techniques, Health care, Medical data, security in e-Health, and issues related to Disease 

treatment relation, drug responses, and drug repositioning. 

3. The third chapter presents a multivariate disease treatment classification technique based on 

machine learning approaches. 

4. The fourth chapter describes a novel Drug response similarity prediction system using a 

clustering approach that helps in improvising the accuracy rates of the profound treatment. 

5. The fifth chapter describes a correlation-based optimization technique that efficiently 

promotes the task of Drug repositioning. 

6. The sixth chapter describes an enhanced security mechanism that succeeds in providing 

security to patient-sensitive data. 

7. The seventh chapter projects a detailed result analysis and evaluation of the proposed research 

work. Further, the simulated results are compared with existing approaches and hereby 

discussed. 

8. The eighth chapter presents a summary of the profound work by contributing the 

improvements as conclusions of the thesis with extended future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

The chapter presents an intense review of existing methodologies and techniques that aid in 

identifying the limitations. These gaps render scope for researchers and practitioners to drill deep 

and seek out the loopholes with the enhanced framework, leveraging the performance factors. 

The contributions by various Authors benefit society in several aspects leaving a chance of 

enhancement with evolving technology and refinements in algorithmic approaches. Among the 

discussed works of several contributors, a few of them that helped progress our work are 

materialized below. 

2.2 Methods and Techniques 

Cao J, Lv G, Chang C & Li H [19], 2019, contributed a model of serial support vector machine 

classifier to attain higher precision values. The proposed model excels with imbalanced data sets 

targeting improved performance. The proposed model is built with a binary SVM classification 

combined with ACO for inputting optimal features at each level. The proposed approach is 

superior to other traditional SVM classifiers.  

Ismail W N et al., [20], 2020, discussed that with the development of Internet of Things (IoT) 

technology, remote health monitoring apps have continuous functions of healthcare services. 

Furthermore, tailored healthcare and disease preventive services are largely dependent on the 

methodology employed to obtain insights from the study of lifestyle variables and activities. It is 

feasible to perform research on the disease and sometimes even forecast aberrant health 

situations using efficient information retrieval systems and SVM classifiers. The Artificial neural 

network (CNN) model is utilized to forecast such abnormalities, as it can reliably discover illness 

and forecast knowledge from work in healthcare patient records. Unfortunately, if a fully linked 

network is used, CNN consumes a lot of memory. Furthermore, an increase in the number of 

layers might increase the model's proposed method. To solve the CNN shortcomings, we present 

a Convolution neural target tracking and identification dynamic model here on R2 Value and 

regular pattern behavior, where "regular" refers to items that typically appear in familiar 
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circumstances and have readily adaptable features. We create a Clinton news network data 

exploration model for data categorization in this context. In the first hidden layer, the most 

significant wellbeing parameters are chosen. 

Muzaffar A W ET AL., [21], 2015, discussed that extracting data from various transcripts is a 

difficult process. Since manual data extraction frequently delivers a better effect, due to the 

exponential rise in data size, it is more difficult to handle biomedical data extraction manually. 

As a result, in clinical text mining, automated tools and strategies for information extraction are 

required. Connection extraction is an important subset of biological collected data that has 

exploded in popularity during the last two decades. There is a lot of research on physiological 

features extraction, with a focus on principle and algorithms approaches. In the recent decade, 

attention has moved to hybrid techniques, which have shown to be more effective. 

Kohavi R and F Provost [22], 1998, briefed upon Machine learning as one of the most interesting 

new methods to join the biomaterials toolkit in recent years. This set of analytical techniques has 

already demonstrated its ability to significantly accelerate both scientific and applied research. 

At the moment, there is a flood of effort being done to create machine-learning algorithms for 

solid-state technologies. We give a thorough review and analysis of the most recent studies on 

this subject. We begin by discussing machine instructional strategies, techniques, variables, and 

databases in the context of nonmaterials. The discussion of alternative machine learning 

techniques for the development of sustainable biomaterials continues. 

Ledesma S et al., [23], 2018, talked about how massive amounts of data get created as a result of 

digitalization in a variety of industries, including healthcare, manufacturing, sales, connected 

devices, the Web, and businesses. Machine learning algorithms are used to find correlations in 

the data's properties. As a result, they may be utilized to produce and forecast that physicians and 

executives can use to produce executive choices. Not all of the properties in the created samples 

are relevant to the deep learning systems' training. Some features may be unimportant, while 

others may have no bearing on the prediction's result. The strain on machine learning is reduced 

by ignoring or deleting these unnecessary or less significant features. 
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Reddy G T et al., [24], 2020 addressed that as man's life progress, they are more likely to 

develop maturity-level illnesses and functional impairments. This offers significant importance 

in developing novel techniques for preserving health as people's age increases. Frailty is a key 

factor in the age-related problems that result in the worsening of a patient's overall health. Frailty 

syndrome is linked to a higher chance of lowering immunity, hospitalization, handicap, and, 

ultimately, death. Predictive data analysis may be used to identify possible risks and as a 

healthcare delivery system, provide medical doctors with knowledge on the likely medical 

clinical outcomes. 

HasslerAP et al., [25], 2019 discussed that in the field of computational medicine, modeling pro-

government medication sensitivity is a key difficulty. The majority of active methodologies 

develop a deterministic prediction model for learning each medication patient's genetic 

characteristics of the cells and neglects the interaction between the various drug sensitivities 

while building the model. In this paper, we use the statistical idea of copulas to address the 

challenge of modeling the interaction between distinct medications, and we construct the 

multidimensional dispersion of the drugs based on the marginal's of individual units and the 

predicted copula. It first shows how particular types of copulas may be identified using 

antibiotics susceptibility databases. 

Haider, S., & Pal [26], 2014, contributed Cloud technology as ideal for medical diagnostics in e-

health systems that demand a lot of computational power. Unfortunately, despite the numerous 

advantages of employing cloud storage, the diagnostic profession is not yet qualified to do so 

since it deals with confidential documents, and then using cloud technology might result in 

significant privacy concerns. A configured e-health web server, for example, might reveal 

medical datasets rented from diverse clinical network participants or jeopardize the anonymity of 

a customer reporter by releasing his or her complaint or diagnosing result. A medical diagnostic 

platform concept of e public cloud is discussed in this study. 

 

Park, J., & Lee, D. H [27], 2018, discussed that drug consumption is becoming a daily activity 

for those who are afflicted with ailments in medical systems. The majority of individuals are also 

unaware of the medications that physicians or retailers have supplied. Patients may experience 

various difficulties as a result of taking medication given by doctors. To address these issues, the 
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authors propose a medication statistical method that would assist patients in selecting the 

appropriate drugs for the treatment of a certain ailment. The Hadoop Ecosystem ML Lib library 

was used for preliminary data analysis to provide medicine recommendations for clinical signs 

acquired from a specific user. The model will look at the patient's prior history for drug 

prediction. 

 

Rashid, M et al., [28], 2019, talked about Anti-cancer medicines having varying reactions to 

various patients. To develop the science of new treatments, indicators for therapeutic efficacy, as 

well as biomarkers for disorders like cancer, they must be well-identified. To identify drug 

sensitivity, they employed a panel of cancer cells from the Genomic information of Antibiotic 

Susceptibility in Tumor (GDSC) project. Authors were able to pinpoint transcript features related 

to drug sensitivity by combining specific genes such as point mutation, multiple genetic 

differences, and transcriptional levels first from Compendium of Physiological Genetic changes 

in Disease (COSMIC) and The Cancer Genome ATLAS (TCGA) for the above- mentioned cell 

cultures. 

 

Ullah, E et al., [29], 2017, contributed an identity in the wireless sensor networks, a Neural 

Network - based co-techniques were devised. The efficiency process is defined using design 

criteria such as reinforcement ratio, interconnectivity, and energy usage. The IoT devices' 

working phases, clustering algorithms, and transmitting output intensities are all optimized using 

the optimization algorithms. The algorithm was introduced in MATLAB with the help of the 

Simulated Annealing toolbox and proprietary code. The computational results of the best designs 

are compliant with all of the design criteria. 

 

T.Ganesan and Pothuraju Raja Rajeswari [30], 2019, proposed an optimization algorithm 

intended to improve cluster lifetime by considering energy consumption as the basic parameter. 

The author also addresses the other overhead issues in the communication channel. The 

optimization is based on the genetic algorithm which owes to be efficient in comparison to other 

existing random deployment-based genetic algorithms.  
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A. Shinde, P. Raja Rajeswari, and Santosh,,[31] 2020, discussed on ambient systolic (BP) 

readings are useful for determining stroke disease. Tether devices are inconvenient for lengthy 

checkups, but superintendent BP measuring techniques depending upon pulse transfer time 

(PTT) or non - linear and non are less efficient and reliable when combining echocardiogram 

(ECG) and provides data (PPG) data. This research looked at several co-combustion technology 

and methodology in estimating blood pressure (SBP), mean vascular resistance (MAP), and 

diastolic blood pressure (DBP). For synchronous input collecting, the suggested number of co 

architecture included one Electrocardiogram detector with two heart rate wave (PPW) detectors. 

 

Amulya P et al., [32], 2019 spoke about Astrocytoma's are the most frequent and aggressive 

brain tumors, with a relatively low quality of life in their most advanced stages. As a result, 

therapy planning is an important step in improving biomedical patients' quality of life. The use of 

neuroimaging (MRI) to analyze these tumors is common; however the huge amounts of 

information collected by MRI limit manual segmentation in an acceptable length of time, 

restricting the use of exact numerical variables in clinical practice. As a result, autonomous and 

accurate delineation methods are necessary; yet, images acquired are a difficult challenge due to 

the considerable spatial and anatomical heterogeneity between brain tumors. 

 

Sajana T and Narasingarao P [33], 2018, addressed that Plasmodium is a parasite illness that 

causes millions of fatalities worldwide, particularly in isolated villages. This condition is caused 

by the destruction of red blood cells in the blood, which itself is difficult to spot in clinical 

testing. Many approaches for predicting or identifying malaria have been discovered. This work 

includes a survey on the classification and prevention of malaria illness utilizing computational 

intelligence approaches, pattern recognition, and clinical procedures such as fast testing and 

nested PCR, among others. We discovered that machine learning algorithms have a broader 

application for crucial pathogen detection, which aids doctors in identifying the disease. 

 

Supriyamenon M and Rajarajeswari [34], 2017, reviewed the importance of association rule 

mining and different techniques of identifying the frequent patterns and associations between 

them. Several performance issues of these techniques are addressed. The author also discusses 
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the need for privacy with sensitive attributes. Finally, comparisons of different mining 

techniques are presented. 

 

Sabthami, J [35], 2016 analyzed patient records generated by an electronic healthcare data 

system to provide a wealth of information regarding the patient's condition, injuries, and drug 

response. The clinical records of individual data are organized into groups based on 

circumstances (symptom names) and treatment responses (medication/drug names). Only one 

strategy such as Semi matrix factorization (NMF) based on similarity measures, as well as the 

number of co methods like as (Multi-View NMF). The documents are clustered using multi-view 

clustering, which finds the association between them. 

 

Surlakar, P [36], 2016 compared that the photo categorization assigns labeling to each 

component in a picture so that pixels with the same identity have certain properties. Division 

reduces the complexity of an article's representations, making it more meaningful and simpler to 

understand. By chopping off a Bounding Box (ROI) from a picture, it plays a critical role in 

diagnostics and therapy of illnesses. Because the ROI varies in a particular application, picture 

classification remains a complex focus of study. This research compares the edge detection 

algorithms like K-Means and K-Nearest Neighbors for dividing the presentation of Syringes 

stadenoma papilliferum, a sebaceous glands tumor. 

 

Vidyullatha pellakuri [37] 2019 discussed that the majority of Web apps Online have exploded 

as computers and the Internet have become an indispensable part of everyday life. Threats 

against data exposure on the internet have expanded in quantity and diversity as the number of 

Online apps has grown. Intrusion prevention algorithms have been widely utilized to identify 

unwanted authentication and authorizations made over Web assaults. Algorithms have been 

developed, Bayesian systems, classifiers, machine learning, k closest neighbor method, and 

feature selection algorithms were used to analyze the effectiveness of something like the STS, as 

well as the performance the processing times of the classifiers, in required to formulate a more 

productive STS. 
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Supriya Menon. M and Rajeswari. P [38] 2018 discussed about Business intelligence made way 

for better management through deep learning, but it also included competition conflicts due to 

the insecurity of mined content, therefore necessitating confidentiality. Many privacy strategies 

have achieved historical pinnacles, and scientists have been working on a large field of secrecy 

data analysis. This IoT age also necessitates the development of a more robust and intelligent 

anonymity platform model on scenario phraseology awareness anonymity. That article starts 

with the necessity of security but also its issues, then moves onto the steps of machine learning 

whereby privacy is encouraged, customer problems, and finally addresses comparison of 

customized needs and implementation of additional privacy. 

 

B. Subramanian et al [39] 2019 talked about Retinopathy a symptom of hyperglycemia that 

affects the eyes. The longer the people have diabetes, the more likely they are to develop eye 

diseases in their eyes. As a result, the goal of this study is to present an efficient, appropriate, and 

advanced computer vision strategy for detecting medical conditions at an early stage and 

reducing eye problems. Diabetes is notable for causing noticeable alterations inside the retina's 

capillaries. To eliminate false alerts, the focus blurring edges are recognized. To categorize data, 

a three-stage technique is utilized. To begin, the best characteristics from the education are 

retrieved and optimal results are attained. 

 

Huang, L et al [40] 2019 addressed the Pharmacological repurposing, which aims to properly 

infer prospective indications for medications, has produced significant achievements in lowering 

the cycle, cost, and hazard of drug R&D, as well as discovering new applications for existing 

treatments. Many chemical synthesis reposition methodologies have been proposed in recent 

years. The effectiveness of combinatorial chemistry repositioning is greatly influenced by pattern 

recognition, which is one of the most critical ingredients in the process. The biologic data 

utilized for pattern recognition, on the other hand, comes from a variety of sources in various 

forms, and link prediction techniques are written in a variety of computer languages, so the 

resemblance computation methodologies performed better than existing. 

 

Hailin Chen et al [41] 2018 addressed and discussed that Targeted therapy, or the finding of new 

therapeutic justifications for existing medications, has become a popular medicinal chemistry 
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technique. Antibiotics can target microRNAs (miRNAs) and affect their protein expression, 

according to new precision medicine research. Given this same interesting fact that abnormal 

miRNA expression is linked to a wide range of human pathogens, establishing narrow drugs to 

specifically target point mutations and modify their activities would be an effective option to 

curing diseases and would provide a novel perspective for clinical therapy. In this study, they 

presented HNBI, a binding protein algorithmic technique for inferring new drug-disease 

associations. 

 

Yi Zheng et al [42] 2017 discussed about Medication negative effects are a major concern with 

both well before drug development and thread drug clinical trials. They are responsible for one-

third of all medication failures and are associated with considerable mortality and morbidity. As 

a result, early detection of probable drug interactions is extremely important. Several present 

approaches depend on a small number of drug parallels to forecast side strong impacts, 

neglecting the performance benefits of drug resemblance aggregation and optimization. To 

increase the efficacy of corner predictions, the author suggested optimized drug similarities 

frameworks (ODSF) in this research. This paradigm, for starters, incorporates four different 

pharmacological analogies. 

 

Celebi .R et al [43] 2015 proposed by studying Medication-Drug Relations (DDIs) can be 

detected early enough to save money on medication administration and research. It also can help 

avoid major medication responses that might cause death. To find unknown DDIs, they used the 

Rooted Page Rank automated system in a DDI subnet with strength training calculated based on 

restorative, bioinformatics, heritable traits, and pesticide similarity of drugs. The inertia weight 

procedure is based on the technique used in information retrieval to score for examples of objects 

to a user based on user or item similarity. Unlike our past efforts, this method allows for the 

integration of something like the global structure of the DDI system with the similarity measures 

of inbound links. 

 

Li, J., & Lu, Z [44] 2012 analyzed about the conventional de novo progress in the field is 

considered a high cost and high-risk process. In responding, in recent times there is also a 

considerable trend in exploring different clear signs for active compounds - a process known as 
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drug repositioning - using mathematical tools. We introduce a different structured method for 

identifying prospective future clear signs for an existing drug by comparing it to similar illicit 

substances in this survey. When assessing commonly prescribed targets and their metadata, we 

modified a novel two - dimensional based method, which differs from previous physical 

resemblance processes. We also included drug structural information while calculating drug 

bilateral similarities and with cross-validation. 

 

Aigerim et al., [45], 2016, contributed a novel technique for handling decision-making in heart 

disease by considering the salient features of unsupervised k-means clustering and supervised 

naïve based classification. Additionally, the author also discussed different centroid selection 

methods of k-means. The proposed method promised enhanced accuracy in disease diagnosis of 

a patient considering medical data attributes like age, blood sugar, blood pressure, chest pain, 

and so on. 

Apoorva Silchar and Atul Negi [46] 2019 discussed that Drug repositioning presents a 

reasonably priced and environment-friendly choice to normal drug discovery. It proved that a 

drug authorized for impact in opposition to a unique sickness is regarded and its functions for 

novel pharmaceutical functions are explored in shorter improvement timelines. Unlike traditional 

approaches, this work tries to discover the community of present tablets and their unmapped 

symptoms using treating drug repositioning as a classification problem. The proposed 

classification mannequin tries estimation of the relevance of a drug with an unmapped indication. 

A greater phrase illustration mannequin is used for this cause by using integrating information 

received from a structured organic expertise sketch and clinical literature. To harvest the 

structured organic data, we have leveraged organic ontologies to obtain a formal framework in 

the shape of a semantic understanding graph. The novelty lies in that we have exploited know-

how from organic understanding format and clinical corpora to complement every other. This 

makes the approach capable of nicely installed drug repositioning techniques. 

 

Cinaroglu, S [47] 2019 discussed that the goal of this evaluation is to contain k-implies bunching 

with statistics envelopment investigation to look at specialized efficiencies in open clinics in 

Turkey. A two-venture examination approach such as areas and public clinical clinics is utilized 

in this review. The first step appears at similar areas in pretty a list of authorities help country 
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markers by way of utilizing k-implies grouping and define (Sil) bunch legitimacy listing 

measures. Then, at that point, the efficiencies of public clinics in more than a few gatherings of 

now are not settled. The data are taken from the Turkish Statistical Institute and the 2017 Public 

Hospitals Statistical Year Book for eighty-one areas and 688 public clinics. Study consequences 

exhibit that, comparative with likenesses of authorities help nation markers, there are 5 region 

gatherings (Sil = .58). The extent of genuinely wasteful public clinical clinics is greater 

noteworthy than the volume of in reality productive public scientific clinics in all gatherings. 

Study effects intensify that joined philosophy of k-implies bunching with data envelopment 

examination is precious to distinguish efficiencies of public clinical clinics located in areas that 

have same authorities help status". 

 

Ma1 et al [48] 2019 addressed that Programmed image clarification turns into a warm 

exploration place in mild of its skill ability on contracting the semantic gap amongst the semantic 

implications. We existing a mannequin alluded to as weight-KNN which proper off the bat 

acquaints the CNN encompass with tackle the problem that universal fashions simply feature 

admirably with all-round deliberate guide aspect portrayals. Moreover, to make use of the 

straightforwardness and consensus of the KNN-based mannequin for comment, the proposed 

mannequin consolidates a multi-mark direct discriminate way to deal with a parent the weighting 

which works on the precision in the ensuing methods of distance computation. Also, we make 

the most of the KNN-based mannequin to get take a look at the picture's k-closest neighbors in 

every title classification and get the expectation of the photograph as indicated utilizing the 

dedication of its neighbors. Finally, the examinations are carried out on three common 

photograph informational indexes, Corel 5k, esp., and laprtc12, which affirm the adequacy of the 

proposed model. 

 

Kvsn RamaRao [49] 2017 discussed that Machine Learning is enjoying a predominant position 

throughout several domains. However typical Machine Learning algorithms are turning 

unsuitable for the majority of functions as the statistics are obtaining new characteristics. 

Sensors, devices, servers, the Internet, Social Networking, Smart telephones, and the Internet of 

Things are contributing the principal sources of data. Hence there is a paradigm shift in the 

Machine gaining knowledge of with the creation of Big Data. Research works are in evolution to 
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deal with Big Data Batch and move actual-time data. In this paper, they highlighted several 

lookup works that contributed to the direction of Big Data Machine Learning. 

 

Kentzoglanakis, K., & Poole, M [50],2012, addressed the problem of choosing aside the 

geography of nice administrative companies from fleeting fine articulation information. We take 

on a computational know-how method containing swarm perception procedures, especially 

molecule swarm development (PSO) and subterranean insect kingdom streamlining (ACO). 

Likewise, the intermittent neural company (RNN) formalism is utilized for demonstrating the 

dynamical habits of exceptional administrative frameworks. All the greater explicitly, ACO is 

utilized for searching thru the discrete house of enterprise constructions and PSO for searching 

through the touching on a regular area of RNN mannequin boundaries. We endorse an authentic 

association improvement procedure about ACO for producing naturally manageable applicant 

structures. The intention is to suppose the pursuit exertion into areas of the development area that 

include fashions which are viable as some distance as their topological likeness to real 

organizations. The proposed shape is at first utilized to the remaking of a little pretend agency 

that has currently been viewed with regards to high-quality business enterprise choosing apart. 

Hence, we think about a counterfeit informational series with brought commotion for recreating 

a subnet work of the hereditary conversation business enterprise of S. cerevisiae (yeast). At last, 

the shape is utilized to a certifiable informational index for selecting aside the SOS response 

association of the bacterium Escherichia coli. Results show off the widespread advantage of the 

use of trouble express data in regards to naturally possible essential homes of pleasant 

corporations over the main problem that free thinkers search in the significant house of enterprise 

models. 

Heather J Ruskin et al.,[51] 2015, discussed that one of the foremost goals of frameworks 

science is to collect unthinking numerical fashions of herbal frameworks to extract the 

comprehension of natural detail. Such fashions often target foreseeing the result of conceivably 

charming natural analyses, and if such expectations are affirmed via wet-lab perceptions, a good-

sized stage ahead is made. How exactly such fashions are developed and how expectations are 

processed have been at the middle of a new assembly on Computational Methods in Systems 

Biology that carried eighty participants to Rostock, Germany (for gathering techniques see 

quantity 5307 of Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics. 
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Ruskin, H. J., & Roznovat, I. A [52], 2015, contributed an oversimplified way to deal with 

mannequin improvement that may additionally be used to capture all that regards to a framework 

and reproduce it in supercomputers. While this is appropriate for sure frameworks, it is 

unattainable or profoundly unfeasible for some others. This is for the most section due to the fact 

of the intricacy of natural frameworks, which request rearrangements to make them manageable 

for displaying. Such disentanglements want to capture the quintessence of the cycles of interest, 

whilst disregarding on the other hand many of the much less great subtleties as may want to be 

allowed. Accordingly, one can reflect on consideration of mannequin shape in science 

frameworks as the craft of constructing exaggerations of life: seize the pith, push aside the rest. 

 

El-Hasnony, I. M et al., [53] 2020, proposed by discussing that all via late years, the 

development of telemonitoring and tel diagnostics devices for assessing and following 

Parkinson's (PD) health problem has come to be steadily significant. The early focus of PD 

expands the consistency of the therapy of sufferers and finally approves it workable to 

accomplish a rapid symptomatic preference from an carried out clinician. In this paper, a 

proposed mist primarily based ANFIS+PSOGWO mannequin accommodated Parkinson's 

ailment forecast. The proposed mannequin endeavors the advantages of the darkish wolf 

development (GWO) and the molecule swarm streamlining (PSO) for altering the versatile 

neural-fluffy derivation framework (ANFIS) boundaries with the utilization of tumultuous tent 

information. The mist deals with used for social affairs and inspecting the data at the aspect of 

the entryways and telling the close-by neighborhood vicinity quickly. Contrasted with different 

enhancement techniques, several evaluation measurements utilized like the root suggest 

rectangular mistake (RMSE), the imply rectangular blunder (MSE), the fashionable deviation 

(SD), and the precision and 5 well-known datasets from the vault of UCI AI that exhibited the 

incidence of the mannequin proposed towards the dim wolf development (GWO), the molecule 

swarm streamlining (PSO), the differential improvement (DE), the hereditary calculation (GA), 

the subterranean Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), and the popular ANFIS model. Besides, the 

proposed ANFIS+PSOGWO was utilized for Parkinson's contamination expectation and 

executed an exactness of 87.5%. The proposed ANFIS+PSOGWO notion about developing fine 

consequences is higher in contrast to PSO, GWO, GA, ACO, DE, and some new writing for 
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Parkinson's contamination forecast. The proposed mannequin delivered exactness for the 

Parkinson's illness expectation has overruled its nearest opponents in all calculations through 

7.3%. 

 

Ding, P et al., [54] 2018, discussed on Combinatorial remedy would possibly slash drug 

secondary outcomes and in addition boost, drug adequacy, making the combined cure a 

promising gadget to deal with complicated infections. Notwithstanding, in the present-day 

computational strategies, the regular residences and employer data on tablets have now not been 

ample and at the identical time considered, making it challenging to understand profitable 

remedy blends. Computational techniques that consolidate several wellsprings of facts (natural, 

synthetic, pharmacological, and community information) provide extra freedoms to display 

synergistic medicine blends. In this way, we fostered a unique Ensemble Prediction device of 

Synergistic Drug Combinations (EPSDC) to exactly and proficiently assume drug mixes by 

using coordinating facts from several sources. EPSDC develops consist of a vector of medicinal 

drug pair by using connecting a number kinds of medicine similitude's, and later on, makes use 

of these gatherings in a factor-based base indicator. Then, getting to know is utilized on 

heterogeneous medicinal drug goal groups to accomplish an agency primarily based rating for 

the medicinal drug pair. At last, two sorts of gathering regulations are acquainted with 

consolidating the factor-based totally rating and the agency-based totally score, and later on 

achievable remedy mixes are centered on. To show off the have an impact on of the team rule, 

exhaustive analyses had been led to appear at single fashions and outfit models. The exploratory 

consequences have proven that our method beat the fantastic in type approach in five-crease pass 

approval and as soon as extra expectation checks on the two benchmark datasets. They similarly 

investigated the influence of the most severe size of the meta-way and the results of quite a 

several various components. Additionally, the pragmatic cost of the approach used to be affirmed 

in the predicted novel medicine blends. 

Azeez, N. A., & der Vyver, C. V.,[55], 2018, presented an analysis that new headway in 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has born a doubt in addition developed 

administrations in all areas on the planet. In particular, Information Technology (IT) has caused 

an extraordinarily integral improvement in wellness vicinity referred to as digital health (e-

Health). To improve the full and amazing blessings of this advancement, its execution in cloud-
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based local weather is significant. Nonetheless, with observable and more than a few benefits 

innate from e-Health in allotted computing, its full use is as but being hampered employing 

difficulties of protection and security. In this paper, we zeroed in on a huge audit of present-day 

and present writings of special methodologies and aspects being utilized to deal with safety and 

safety associated problems in e-Health. Qualities and shortcomings of an element of these 

methodologies have been articulated. The writing survey was once executed after selecting 

greater than One Hundred and Ten (1 1 0) special articles and sorted out a few fashions took on 

in their answers. In the wake of searching at fashions utilized, we confirmed up at the assessed 

articles. Explored articles had been decreased to the glide quantity on account of similitude 

noticed in the fashions taken on through sure specialists. Additionally, we supply a high-quality 

and trendy that means of e-Health. Exertion was once made to represent cloud-based models. 

Security and safety requirements as cautioned by way of the Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act (HIPAA) had been moreover examined and given. Comments and guidelines 

have been made with recognition to the survey interplay and future headings on safety and safety 

of e-Health in allotted computing were once moreover given. At lengthy last, creators advocate 

an acquired and straightforward sketch for digital well-being that may want to make sure 

effectiveness, dependability, and directed admittance shape for well being of data. The 

engineering, on the other hand, is currently beneath execution, will make certain outright 

protection and safety between scientific care suppliers and the patients. 

 

Anitha, R., & Mukherjee, S [56], 2014, put light on information related with the multiplication of 

records in scientific area and scientific offerings frameworks closer to the cloud, retaining up 

with the giant quantity of subtle statistics turns into required. This paper portrays the gain of 

dispensed computing for scientific offerings associations and inspects the accessibility and 

protection contemplations that clinical offerings facts require. The proposed mannequin 

reinforces the accessibility and safety of records making use of metadata. The metadata made 

based on DCMI hints offers easy to get right of entry to of facts by way of discovering the server 

and tightly closing the records resting in the cloud. In this paper, safety is approved via 

determining key which is created from the residences of metadata giving two novel elements. 1. 

Security is given, the place the encryption and decoding keys cannot be compromised besides the 

inclusion of statistics proprietor and clinical offerings association, as a result, makes the facts 
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acquired two The code key created using adjusted Feistel community builds the intricacy of the 

key which fortifies the safety impact". 

 

Soceanu, A. et al., [57], 2015, discussed the significant scope reception of transportable 

medication, upheld with the aid of an increasing range of scientific devices and faraway 

admittance to well-being administrations, corresponded with the ceaseless affiliation of the 

sufferers in their scientific care, caused the improvement of enormous measures of scientific 

information. They ought to be safely moved, filed, and bought to. This paper alludes to every 

other methodology for making sure the safety and protection of scientific data the usage of a 

reducing aspect encryption design and attribute primarily based admittance manage approval 

system. As shut to domestic scientific information is often utilized by way of several factors (for 

instance Specialists, drug specialists, clinical attendants, and so on), there is a requirement for 

many ranges of approval to get right of entry to for specific portions of the character dossier. 

Fitting cryptographic devices are added for allowing midway deceivability and respectable 

assurance on authorized components for the innovative protection insurance plan of e-Health 

information. The encryption interplay relies upon ARCANA, a safety stage created at the 

ERISCS lookup lab from University Aix-Marseille. It offers the appropriate cryptographic 

contraptions to tie down several balanced admittances to scientific care information. This ensures 

that the entrance of one-of-a-kind elements to the scientific offerings statistics is exactly and 

regularly controlled. The entrance manipulates device utilized in this examination relies upon 

XACML, a trendy get right of entry to manipulate preference mannequin indicated using OASIS. 

The pertinence and attainability of XACML-based preparations to manage the admittance to 

affected person records are exhibited thru SAFAX. SAFAX is any other public approval gadget 

created with the aid of the Eindhoven University of Technology tried amongst others on e-Health 

contextual analyses, in participation with Munich University of Applied Sciences. It is imagined 

that the utilization of data encryption and public approval solutions for direct get admission to 

manipulate sufferers' scientific data will immensely affect the patient's self-belief in digital 

scientific care frameworks and will speed up their big scope". 

 

Uma Narayanan A et al., [58] 2020, contributed with discussion on Associations share a growing 

hobby in embracing an allotted computing strategy for the Internet of Things (IoT) applications. 
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Incorporating IoT devices and disbursed computing innovation is regarded as an effective way to 

deal with placing away and dealing with the enormous measure of statistics produced with the 

aid of exclusive gadgets. In any case, massive statistics protection of these associations affords a 

check in the IoT-cloud engineering. To beat safety issues, we recommend a cloud-empowered 

IoT local weather upheld by using multifaceted validation and light-weight cryptography 

encryption plans to make sure large statistics framework. The proposed half of breed cloud local 

weather is pointed towards making sure associations' facts are in a notably stable way. The 1/2 

breed cloud local weather is a mixture of non-public and public clouds. Our IoT devices are 

separated into refined and non-sensitive gadgets. Touchy devices produce refined information, 

like clinical care information; whilst non-sensitive devices create non-sensitive information, for 

example, domestic equipment information. IoT devices ship their records to the cloud by way of 

the capability of an entryway gadget. In this, refined data are parted into two sections: one piece 

of the facts is scrambled utilizing RC6, and the different section is encoded utilizing the Feistel 

encryption plot. Non-sensitive data are encoded utilizing the Advanced Encryption Standard 

(AES) encryption conspires. Delicate and non-sensitive statistics are one after the other put away 

in the private and public cloud to assurance excessive security. The utilization of multifaceted 

validation to get to the statistics put away in the cloud is likewise proposed. During login, 

records customers ship their enrolled accreditations to the Trusted Authority (TA). The TA offers 

three ranges of verification to get to the put-away information: first-level affirmation - examine 

document, second-level validation - download record, and third-level validation - download 

document from the crossover cloud. We lift out the proposed cloud-IoT sketch in the NS3 

community take a look at the system. We assessed the presence of the proposed layout making 

use of measurements like computational time, protection strength, encryption time, and 

unscrambling time. 

2.3 Conclusion 

The above-mentioned intense literature survey promises to render its share for our work by 

contributing a deep knowledge and analysis about existing approaches paving a path towards 

enhancing the key issues that would result in leveraging the overall performance in several 

applications. The contributions of the authors are remarkable without whom the effectiveness of 

the work could not be assessed or evaluated. This effective outcome guided in defining the vital 

objectives of our research 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

 A MVDTC (Multivariate Disease Treatment Classification Algorithm) 

method for disease-treatment Identification using machine learning 

3.1 Introduction 

 Health care promises to be a wing of Interest in the present pandemic with rising 

challenges at every clock tick. Many Web-related tools are rendering their services in public 

health management. The current era is revolutionized with evidence-based medicine inheriting 

framework relying on patient health audit information for decision making. Our work considers 

one such information source like Pub med that aids in encouraging improved decisions by 

providing access to biomedical repositories. 

Our approach renders an improved output by integrating classification methods with machine 

learning techniques to deal with medical data in a short text. The technique is exemplary in the 

ultimate analysis of treatments for certain diseases aiming at combining different representations 

with various learning techniques and extracting semantic biomedical relationships. Few 

Classification algorithms that are considered and compared with our work are discussed below 

with their characteristic properties. 

3.2 Classification Algorithms 

 Classification task in data mining operates both on structured data and unstructured data 

for categorizing them into specific classes. Variant forms of classification algorithms are offering 

features as per the application requirement. Some of the well-known algorithms used for the 

classification process that are worth discussing are decision models (e.g. decision trees), linear 

classifiers like support vector machine (SVM), logistic regression model (logistic regression 

algorithm), and probabilistic models (Naïve Bayes and Complement Naïve Bayes). Among 

several existing Classifiers, few that stand ahead in providing enhanced outcomes when dealing 

with both long and short text data are discussed. 
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Decision trees are good at visualization for clear understanding of the classification results in the 

form of Classification Rules. Decision Trees representations are simple that are easily 

understood and visualized in the form of rules for classifying data. Their accuracy levels drop 

largely as minor alterations in data image major changes in the decision tree structure. The 

computational complexities involved in calculating the probabilities of several branches, 

Figuring out the best split attribute, and the scope available for pruning challenge the algorithm 

efficiency. 

A Machine Learning-based Logistic regression that uses a logistic function to deal with 

independent variables conditioned to handle binary values, tends to suffer from the problem of 

instability, despite being highly representative for numerical and categorical data. 

SVM renders high efficiency with high dimensionality data by supporting representations that 

ensure improved classification by initially representing training data as categories and later 

classifying them depending on the side they come from. But its performance degrades as the size 

of the dataset increases. Probability estimates, a common feature supported by many 

classification algorithms are not supported by SVM. It is susceptible to vulnerabilities like over 

fitting when the numbers of samples are less than the number of features. 

Bayes theorem acts as a base to Naïve Based classification algorithm that relies on class 

independence property, promises higher levels of speed and efficiency even with lesser amounts 

of training data when compared to other sophisticated algorithms. This ancestry of probabilist ic 

classifier constructs the Machine learning models at high speeds facilitating effective predictions. 

Besides, it is affected by the behavior of feature independent consideration and skewed bias data 

which are well addressed with complementary Naïve Based approach using normalization 

techniques. 

The CNB algorithm is mainly preferred for imbalanced data sets and is effective at offering 

enriched performance in classifying Text data, thereby making it a preferred choice for our 

present work targeting accurate outputs on short text within text-based data. This classification 

technique computes the probability of an object not belonging to a class there by justifying 

the meaning of complement in literal sense. The classification starts by computing the 

likelihood of the instance not belonging to a class, for all n classes considered. Later, 
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followed by examining the computed values and picking the smallest value for which the 

instance is assigned i.e., the class with this smallest value is opted for assignment. CNB 

differs from the traditional Naïve bayes in the sense that the former relies on computing 

the probability of an instance not belonging to a certain class in contrast to NB which 

computes the probability of an instance belonging to a class. Naïve Bayes results in over 

fitting the Model in favor of class with more number of examples. 

 Our approach combines the aforementioned CNB and Machine Learning algorithms that make 

use of Predictive Models for improved results with methodical ways of extracting relevant 

features from text data. Such predictive algorithms are well suitable in extracting the absolute 

class labels with a fewer number of appreciated data representations are addressed. 

3.3 Machine Learning Approaches: 

3.3.1 BOW (Bag of Words):  

This methodology is adopted to achieve text classification that takes text as input and returns a 

bag of words as the outcome. The technique is dynamic, malleable, straightforward, and is 

adopted in many scenarios for extracting important features by removing words related to 

grammar and word modification aspects [59]. Considering such vital points BOW surrenders to 

be clear or tough based on the difficulty of arranging the vocabulary of words and outlining the 

occurrence. The framework considers the occurrence of each word as an important aspect for 

guiding the classifier in classification process. Its application areas are mainly in Machine 

Learning where frequency based illustrations are adopted, as either binary based or frequency 

based. But the issue of concern is that Machine Learning approaches demand data in form of 

vectors than text for efficient and effective processing. 

3.3.2 Natural Language Processing and Biomedical Concept Depiction:  

NLP, a blend of semantic processing and Artificial Intelligence participates in retrieving the core 

from large quantities of text data is efficient at processing written languages. The technique 

performs well in applications like data elicitation reducing structured information in the 

considered text. Such benefitting feature takes its place in our proposed work for extracting 

semantic relationships among attributes. The proposed method uses NLP for improved results. 
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The POS tagger opted in our work processes the complete data set and derives crucial features of 

the sentence that include noun  and verb phrases, and mainly biomedical terminology from 

sentences present in the considered dataset. 

3.3.3 Medical Concept Representation (UMLS):  

Unified Medical Language system works with general feature depiction. The source owes to be a 

medical repository originated from US National Library related to medicine. It integrates and 

distributes medical terminology that classifies coding schema and associated sources ensuing in 

dynamic Interoperable biomedical systems. The three most important knowledge sources 

available are Meta thesaurus, semantic network, and lexicon lexical tools. Our proposed 

methodology depends on relating health concerns like disease, treatment, and cure over 

corresponding UMLS words. Ontology extraction is prominent in Medical Semantic notation to 

retrieve synonyms, interpretations, and reduce phrases in the medical dataset. 

A close insight into data mining representations for classification and visualization put froths 

issues of how the input needs to be considered. The fundamental functionality is initially to 

preprocess and then pipeline the output to classification. The current work focuses on PCA 

transforms [60, 61] that work competently using Machine learning techniques deriving an 

enhanced performance in terms of Accuracy. 

3.4 Machine learning-based MVDTC Algorithm 

The essence of our objective is to provide an efficient performance by blending classification 

techniques using ML approaches entailing preprocessing, which is relevant for health data 

represented in a short text format. The work focuses on reviewing different representation 

approaches in combination with various learning methods to examine and import associations in 

biomedical framework. Classification plays an important role in data mining that works well for 

both structured and unstructured data permitting to fall within supervised classes. Various kinds 

of classification techniques aim at various applications based on the area of usage. The 

classification algorithm takes preprocessed data as input and assigns for fitting into a class that is 

falls. Some of the well known classification approaches are decision models, regression models, 

linear support vector machine (SVM), and probabilistic models. Among fore mentioned models 
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some of which exhibit potential advantage with Machine Learning are opted for our work. 

Existing Techniques like co-occurrence analysis, rule-based methodologies are used in disease 

treatment relations, but Machine learning techniques in combination with preprocessing and 

classification result in high accuracy, precision, and recall. 

The proposed research work aims in obtaining Predictive Models for disease treatment with 

optimized and efficient results. As therapy prediction relies on data about diseases and their 

preferred treatment, we considered the PUBMED dataset for our work. The dataset opted for 

disease treatment prediction entail attributes like Patient Id, Article title, Abstract, Year, date, 

Journal title, and keywords which help in recognizing apt treatment for various diseases like 

Anemia, cancer, Breast cancer, Diabetics and many more. Our work progresses by considering 

the case studies of published articles in PUBMED repository and are subjected to Preprocessing 

aiming at quality analysis by eliminating the irrelevant features and thereby reducing the 

subspace (specifying a threshold for minimum number of occurrences to be considered for 

further processing). The CNB Classification process initiates over the preprocessed data by 

extracting the semantic relations between CURE, PREVENT, and SIDE EFFECTS using 

Machine Learning approaches like Bag of words, UMLS, and NLP. The outcome of the 

classification task holds information about the disease and its preferred treatment classes targeted 

against the percentage of cure, side-effects and prevent scenarios. Thus the class holding a higher 

value for cure and prevent are preferred for decision making over the one with more number of 

side effects.  

Input : Sentences(S) extracted from PUBMED Abstracts  

Output: Informative (I) and Non Informative (NI) sentences.  

1. If (S= = semantic relation) 
Then 

     I 

Else 

    NI; 

2. Extract (BOW) 

    Stop words (Eliminate); 
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    Lemmatization (L); // derive meaningful words based on limitations; 

    Frequent items () //Filtered based on predefined threshold value; 

3. Syntactic Representation (SR-UMLS) 

    Represented based on PoS Tagging; 

4. Classification  

     (CNB); 

The Process aforementioned gives accurate results in achieving disease treatment relation.  

We have considered the dataset containing the Medical Abstracts published in Pubmed Corpus, 

for identifying the semantic relationship between disease and treatment. For the selection of 

Informative information about disease or treatment, we have considered feature extraction using 

BOW. 

                                                                

  

To fix the threshold of word count, BOW we have considered the TF- IDF approach. By taking 

into account the term frequent and Inverse document frequency which considers the frequency of 

words related to disease and treatment in the document. 

Counts and frequencies  No of times and frequency 

 

Where m is the word count, d the document and DO the dataset. The process transforms words 

into numbers in a way that machine Learning can understand and the TD-IDF score is fed into 

Classification for improving the results. 
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                     =   

                    Figure 3.1 Architecture for MVDTC Algorithm 

Implemented Algorithm 
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3.5 Conclusion 

The MVDTC approach ascertains that prior and specific knowledge about a domain leverages 

the performance of data mining techniques. Medical domain is no excuse for above assertions. 

Several classification techniques contributed their disparateness in various applications out of 

which the probabilistic models stand out to be more consistent and preferably reliable mainly for 

medical environments. Our work accomplishes the task of recognizing the semantic relations 

among the attributes in short text using ML approaches that results in various transformations. 

These transformations ensure to be mapped on to a lower sub-space by waiving out immaterial 

features for improved outcome. The pre-processed output of lowered dimensional data promises 

efficient analysis of undertaken disease treatment datasets using ML oriented CNB classification.   

The model reflects improvement of proposed approach over appraisal parameters including 

Recall, accuracy, precision and time efficiency above existing approaches.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 An approach for Predicting Drug response Similarity using  NDRSP ( Novel 

Drug Response Similarity Prediction)Algorithm.  

4.1 Introduction 

 The medical environment is mainly concerned about Diseases, Diagnosis, and Predicting 

treatment thereby experiencing intense oppression as a result of larger dimensional multivariate 

data accumulated in repositories, reducing the quality of analysis results. Sensitive and relevant 

Patterns not perfectly analyzed at first glance may promise efficiency when subjected to data 

mining techniques like Association mining, Classification, and clustering that better aid in 

decision mining. The aforementioned mining techniques fit well in medical applications that are 

characterized by huge amounts of patient data aggregated in databases. This medical data owes 

to be redundant, complex, and prone to security threats, hence the strategic approach of mining 

algorithms in medical space results in medical data mining. Doctors ascertain guaranteed benefit 

in decision making at critical moments with this medical data mining incorporating mining 

techniques into the medical analysis.  

Treatment depends on drugs; therefore focusing on drug responses of patients for profound 

treatment is attaining its momentum in day-to-day medical enhancements. 

Classification, one of the well-known mining techniques designated as a supervised learning 

approach with predefined class labels made available [62]. Patient data is classified considering 

attributes like symptoms, disease diagnosed, age, therapy, and so on. In scenarios where class 

labels are not available or target class not specified, clustering and unsupervised technique 

occupies the place. The technique performs by grouping similar objects closer in n-dimensional 

space into a cluster and ensures maximum inter-cluster dissimilarity for generating quality 

clusters. Several mining methodologies are already in use for predicting diseases and their 

related treatments. Such approaches infusion with drug prediction and analysis elevate the scope 

for future directions in research related to drug response anthology. 
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The clustering technique performs well on both continuous and categorical values guaranteeing 

efficient and quality clusters that improve the performance rate of analysis. In dynamic 

environments, even cluster lifetime impacts the clustering results to a larger extent.  

Our work takes into consideration the dataset containing multi-variant features like F-score, 

Ethnicity, F-score, M-score, O-score, E-score, A-score, C-score, and Impulsive, and so on. 

Normally numeric data taken in our scenario performs well for identifying drug response 

similarity on patient data. There are 5 well-known personality traits defined as building blocks of 

human personality namely Ethnicity, Neuroticism, Extraversion, Agreeableness, 

conscientiousness. 

Ethnicity an important parameter preferred for studies in identifying health disparities renders to 

be an important personality trait that projects a person's retort toward aspects like the place, 

culture, race, food, climate, and many more affect the drug response on the patient. Neuroticism 

images the influence of feelings like depression, anxiety, self-doubt, moodiness, frustration, and 

fear. Extraversion is one more feature that addresses characteristics dealing with a person's 

emotional expressiveness, excitability, assertiveness, talkativeness, and sociability that affect the 

drug responses. Openness highlights the properties imparting curiosity, imagination, higher 

interests, and insight. Agreeableness talks about features like trust, affection, kindness, and pro 

socio behaviors that tend to be very cooperative. Conscientiousness reflects increased 

thoughtfulness, goal-oriented, planned, and well-organized behavior. These parameters leave 

their mark in analyzing the drug responses during patient therapy. The above-mentioned 

personality traits are taken into consideration for our experimental illustration of Drug response 

similarity prediction in combination with improved dynamic clustering methodology. Relevant 

Feature extraction with a classification approach improves the quality of analysis entailing 

challenges in Big data environments and network scenarios with large outsourced data. 

4.2 KNN ( K- Nearest Neighbor) 

A well-known supervised data mining technique based on the machine learning approach that is 

voted as one of the preferred options for resolving classification issues and regression problems 

is K- nearest Neighbor classification [63]. This algorithm is a lazy learner as it learns the nearest 

neighbor by iteratively computing the Euclidean distance among the data points. In classification 
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scenarios, the outcome is a class membership but with regression, the result owes to be a value 

related to the property of the objects. The performance of KNN is largely affected by larger 

volumes of data and accuracy drops with the presence of noise. A variable form of KNN is 

available where weights are assigned to nodes based on the closeness of the data point. This lazy 

learner contradicts the eager learner in k-means [64], but at times offers features that enhance the 

overall performance when combined with k-means clustering. 

Several methodologies like Classification and Clustering have attained wide acceptance yet left 

few coins unturned for maximum efficiency attainment. To bridge this gap in rendering high 

performance we blend these techniques with machine learning approaches by embracing 

advanced K-Means [65] in predicting Drug response likelihood depending on patient core 

attributes. The present work focuses on identifying the Drug Response similarity using enhanced 

clustering methods involving patient-sensitive attributes. We effectively presented its 

performance on the UCI Patient dataset that promises improved outcomes in terms of Quality 

Parameters. 

Our Proposed method depends on dynamic K-Means clustering for Drug response similarity 

Prediction, helping doctors to make the right decisions at right time. Our Simulation considers a 

medical dataset containing 3500 records with 32 attributes, of which a few attributes are 

categorical and others numerical. From the available attributes, the numerical attributes like 

Ethnicity, O-score, N-score, C-score, E-score, and so on are taken into consideration for 

recognizing the associations that help in enhanced drug response similarity identification. As 

clustering targets similarity identification, in this context it aids in identifying the similarity 

between drug responses to intended therapies. The resultant clusters generated are independent in 

shape and size irrespective of constraints related to the size of data. Several Clustering 

Techniques attained widespread utilization, but K-Means outperforms and undoubtedly votes to 

be the choice of the researcher with its performance accelerating characteristics and scope of 

extension. 
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Figure 4.1 Flowchart of the proposed approach for prediction of Drug Response similarity 

with attribute relations 
 

Our proposed method ensures to be novel in terms of distance computation i.e., opting to vote to 

nullify the influence of spurious classes by taking into account the weighted inverse Euclidean 

distance when dealing with dynamic k-means. The clustering process progresses by initializing 

the k value and projecting the attribute values onto N-dimensional space. Cluster generation 

starts by calculating weighted Euclidean distance among data points. 

4.3 Phases in proposed Algorithm 

1. Compute the distances between data points  

 

2. Compute the inverse of each distance  

             Ii = 1 / EDi   where i=1 to N  
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The efficiency of the clustering technique is very much affected and based on the k value

chosen for generating quality clusters. Therefore selecting an optimal k value in our proposed

approach NDRSP is made possible using Davies Bouldin index aiming at reducing the squared

error criterion.

Where projects the distance measure between the data point and

cluster center cj. It shows the distance of n data points from their cluster centers.

Optimal clustering is achieved by fixing the k value based on Davies Bouldin index.

Here C indicates cluster count, Sc indicates the intra-cluster dispersion, and dcl shows the

distance (centroid link) among the clusters center k and l.

3. Compute the summation of Inverse distances.

4. Compute weight for each data point depending on the values of attributes using the kernel

functions Wi = Ii/S

5. The resulting Wi values aid in clustering the data points optimally.
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4.5 In a Nutshell

Exploring the relationships among diseases and treatment owes to be interesting subject

for researchers as present day scenario is depicting enhanced concentration on health issues. A

technique for anticipating a profound treatment for a disease grabs concentration as it leverages

the recovery rate of patients. Our work address these issues by analyzing and contributing a

predictive model that uses dynamic k- means clustering for disclosing drug response similarities

based on the personality traits. The present work recognizes the associations among clusters for

predicting preferred therapy to similar groups of patients enhancing and speeding up recovery

rate. The process accomplishes by exploring the personality traits of patients that predict the drug

response similarities using dynamic k-means, thereby permitting personalized therapy to patients

with similar personality traits.

4.4 Proposed Algorithm
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CHAPTER 5 

An effective Drug Repositioning using HCBO (Hybrid Correlation based 

Optimization) Algorithm.  

5.1 Introduction 

 Pharmaceutical Industry continues its pace in research and development by leveraging 

the R & D expenditure in the pharmaceutical domain to more than 186 billion dollars in 2019 

compared to just 126 billion dollars in 2012. Recent advancements in pharma claim to outsource 

R & D by drug manufacturers intending in a price drop, improving predictive analysis in clinical 

work with the advent of Big data, and attracting technology firms with evidence-based data 

residing in heterogeneous repositories. Despite such benefactions, pharma companies could not 

sustain their pace with the reduced number of new drugs getting approved every year, and the 

economic feasibility of drugs is throwing tough competition to pharmacy companies. To 

compensate for this struggle for enhancements drug developers are forced to enhance their 

research skills to map new applications for persisting drugs through Drug Repositioning. 

Drug repositioning an upcoming and evolving stream is beneficial to pharma companies by 

providing safer therapy to patients progressing with the identification of therapeutic drugs and 

performing clinical tests on them [66]. Numerous approaches like experimental, computational, 

fusion-based, and biological have already made their mark in drug repositioning. As the digital 

platform is evolving to be a major source for medical data, areas involving the computational 

feasibility of approved drugs are gaining concern. Rapidly growing dynamic medical data over 

digital media is challenging the practitioners to get deep into technological enhancements for 

better performance and providing benefit for the society.  

From the technology perspective, Data mining sorts out this gap for a better analysis of larger 

medical datasets use different methodologies like Associations, classifications, Predictions, 

Clustering, and Outlier mining that aid in deducing patterns strengthening decision-making 

results. Association mining uncovers the frequent patterns, associations, and correlations 

resulting in Association rules. Classification classifies the data with predefined class labels by 

training the classifier and performing the classification process. In absence of class labels, 
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unsupervised clustering occupies the place by grouping data into clusters based on the similarity 

and dissimilarity principle. Among many clustering techniques, K-Means leads the discussion 

along with other worthy techniques like Optics, DBSCAN, BIRCH, and many more. Outlier 

analysis participates in the detection of uncommon suspicious behavior helping in fraud analysis.  

Drug repositioning, mainly featured with similarity property renders outcome with similar 

mining techniques like clustering which is defined to group similar objects into one cluster 

exhibiting dissimilarity with other. Feature similarity-based identification and generation 

facilitate the prediction of disease and drug similarity in producing efficient results. Researchers 

use statistical approaches for exploring hidden structures to disclose features that exist without 

prior knowledge. The proposed method concentrates on optimizing drug similarity prediction, 

paving a path towards novel drug repositioning using clustering techniques for similarity analysis 

and the Ant colony approach for optimization.  

 

5.2 Ant Colony Optimization 

Ant Colony optimization handles the computational concerns in a stochastic manner revealing 

optimal paths. Comparatively, PSO repeatedly improvises the solutions until and unless the 

optimal solution pops out. The Grey Wolf Optimization method is a Meta heuristic technique 

that impersonates the hunting nature of a grey wolf that tends to be different from others. ACO is 

designed based on the action sequences of ants in ant colonies for optimal solutions by exploring 

artificial ants. The artificial ants move about in the simulation range generating all optimal 

solutions [67,68]. These optimal paths are prioritized by assigning ranks that help in further 

comparison for better solutions. Due to this nature of identifying an optimal solution, it has 

gained wide acceptance in areas of Industrial and scientific domains. On-demand applications 

like scheduling problems, vehicle routing problems, traveling salesman problems, Assignment 

problems, Image processing areas are in deep quench for such optimization techniques 

promoting desired solutions. Several optimization techniques like evolutionary approaches, 

generic methods, dynamic algorithms, hill-climbing approaches and many more fill this gap with 

profound benefits. 
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The process is initiated with an artificial ant traversing different paths to explore the best 

solutions for the undertaken optimization problem. At each phase, the ant builds intermediate 

solutions to a problem and assesses it against other solutions, till the optimal solution is 

achieved. 

Algorithm:  

ACO proceeds as follows: 

While condition 

Do 

Build Ant solutions () 

Accomplish intended actions () 

Revise solutions () 

Repeat 

End procedure. 

 

5.3 K Means 

 This unsupervised clustering method is a well-accepted algorithm among several 

available techniques and relies on grouping data with similarities. The process iterates by 

computing Euclidean distance from centroid and updating it until the optimal clusters are framed 

[69]. The cluster ascertains quality in the sense that all the data points within a cluster are much 

dissimilar to other clusters and each cluster computes lowered Sum of Squared Error. This 

clustering technique is also aliased as Expectation Maximization, where the goal is to maximize 

the expected function. These clustering techniques are even extended by computing the mean 

weights of data points concerning their distance to the centroid, which is termed as weighted k-

Means. The discussions of many researchers even revolve around other well-known clustering 

algorithms like density-based Hierarchical, Fuzzy clustering, and many more.  

5.4 KNN Classification 

A non-parametric classification approach that successfully handles problems related to 

Classification and Regression proposed by Thomas Cover tends to be a lazy learner as it 

initializes the proximate function but postpones the computation until the function is evaluated. It 
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finds the k nearest neighbors and assigns them to the same class. This classification technique 

also supports prioritization by assigning weights to the neighbors contributing to them. The 

effect of all nearest neighbors in the range sounds similar and assigns to the same class. 

The weights assigned in Weighted KNN vary from high to low with close neighbors assigned 

high weight and low to farther ones. The process is carried out in two phases, with the first phase 

computing the distance and the second phase converting them into weights with kernel functions.  

The kernel functions that are applicable for KNN are the Tri-weight function, cosine function, 

quadratic function, Inverse function, and Gaussian function that guarantee in discovering optimal 

neighbors. Some of the kernel functions operated upon in our work are addressed in short. 

         

                                               Figure 5.1 Architecture of HCBO Approach 
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5.5 Phases in Proposed Approach  

Phase 1: 

The hybrid framework considers the Dataset and begins by associating various activities to 

various attributes, resulting in test data set and training data set.. 

Phase 2: 

During the second step, the training data is subjected to Dynamic K-Means for extracting the 

nearest neighbors by computing the Euclidean distance which is then transformed into weights 

using the kernel functions like tri-weight, quadratic, and cosine. The corresponding Kernel 

functions and distance functions are explained below. 

Dtf = di (x, xj)  

Where x1..xn  are set of observations 

Weight fuctions defined as  

wj = T (dij) 

Kernel functions : 

Quadric function = 15/16 (I- di2)2 - I (|di| <= 1) 

Tri weight = 33/22 (I-di2) 3 + (|di| <=1) 

          I =     1 if |di| <=1 

                    0 if |di| >1 

Phase 3: 

Clusters obtained from dynamic k-means are input to 

ACO for a=1to m do 

1. Ant walks randomly and selects an item . 

2. Probability is calculated for deciding either to select or drop. 

3.The function efficiency is computed with the Fitness function(FF).  

    FF  

    -variance) 

     If FF in (predefined threshold) 

    { 
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True; (accept solution) 

} 

Else 

{False (reject) 

} Repeat; 

 

Phase 4:  

The obtained results are optimized results that aid in identifying correlations in drug similarities 

with enhanced F-measure. 

Our work furnishes optimal co-relations within attributes that participate in disclosing drug 

similarities resulting in Drug Repositioning involving evaluation of pre-existing drugs for novel 

therapeutic impetus. 

5.6 Implemented Algorithm 

Our Experimental work relies on the datasets considered from the UCI repository including 

information related to diseases, classified psychological attribute values related to patients, and 

drugs corresponding to diseases. Our hybrid approach that blends ACO with dynamic k-means is 

discussed in a step-by-step fashion. The dynamic K-Means clusters by considering distance-

based weights for optimal output. 

 

1. Start 

2. Initialize the pheromone and the parameters. 

3. Calculate the Distance between response similarities. 

 d(x, xj) 

 Df   =  

            Where x1..xn -- Observations  

4. Weight function  

            Wj = T (D j) 

While termination condition is not satisfied  
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 Do  

      Construct ant solutions; 

 End; 

5. Update pheromones for ACS as below 

 Ant Min_Max Range  

      gb)) // Tgb  

       

6. Calculate the Correlation coefficient between  (-1,1) 

         

        Where r is the Pearson correlation coefficient, xi- the x variable samples, yi -the y variable 

sample and means of x and y values. 

7. Optimal path is generated ; 

8. Terminate ; 

9. Fitness Function is evaluated for acceptance or rejection;     

 

5.7 Conclusion 

 The proposed approach considers the usage of enhanced Ant colony optimization aiming 

at generating optimized clusters. The enhancement made is justified usage of dynamic k-

means that succeeds in forming clusters. These clusters are subjected to ACO that help in 

improving the performance by obtaining the optimal path among clusters thereby aiding 

better drug repositioning. The process starts with selection of k value for initial number of 

clusters and undergoes modifications with respect to the k nearest neighbors computing weights 

with respective kernel functions. The number of clusters formed are characterized by the 

traits opted for clustering. An appropriate k value for clusters is fixed by evaluating the k 

value using Davies Bouldin Index. The technique promises improved efficiency in drug 

repositioning with optimized technique for drug response similarities considering the drug 

response data sets. Enhanced Ant colony optimization technique opted for drug response 

similarity clusters aids in improving the overall accuracy of the model. The proposed method 
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overrules the disadvantages of traditional k-means aiding enhanced drug repositioning.  Such 

analysis features Pharmacy companies render advantage to the society with a better treatment. 

Drug Response similarity is beneficial in identifying the degree of similarities between the 

responses that cells show when exposed to drugs. Existing techniques considered components of 

drugs and transcription but did not focus on the personality traits of Patients as criteria. In the 

proposed technique patient's personality traits like ethnicity, E-score, O-Score, N-Score, and so 

on are considered for better treatment which further helps in drug repositioning that is one of the 

vital concepts to be considered in the present medical field. To evaluate the drug similarity 

response we have considered datasets with 2500 records, 32 attributes out of which 7 are taken 

into consideration for our analysis purpose. We trained our model to optimize the clusters to 

attain drug repositioning for qualitative evaluation. We compared the Accuracy, Precision, and 

recall values with existing models and successfully attained the expected outcome that is 

significantly higher.  
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CHAPTER 6

Preserve Patient Privacy using Enhanced Secure framework (ESF) for    

E- health.

6.1 Introduction

Huge amounts of medical data generated from health care repositories are at risk of being

vulnerable to disclosure by unauthorized sources. Medical data related to patients is made

available through the internet, so as to benefit the therapeutic society by providing extended

service. But information over the Internet is at high risk against attacks and triggers security and

privacy concerns. Evolving technology is hindering unpredictable pullbacks in terms of threats,

mainly in cloud environments [70]. In current scenarios, health organizations are unable to

promise an absolute confidentiality service due to popping loopholes in technology. The

influence of various attacks highly impact and compromise the healthcare firewalls and originate

security breaches. Various approaches for handling the privacy issues contributed by researchers

rendered fruitful solutions but the quench for an optimal solution remains an unanswered

question. As an attempt to answer such security queries our work presents a reliable and optimal

solution addressing the security needs of health care data. The proposed Hybrid framework using

ABE with Anonymization based on access primitives of sensitive data presents enhanced results.

Medical and health care domain opts to be interesting area challenging researchers, in many

regions of medicine like Drug Repositioning, predicting diseases, and Drug prediction. The

contemporary work is based on treatment prediction related to a disease using various health data

repositories processed and available over the Internet. These health records analyzed by various

analysts of different organizations pose complex queries that question the privacy and security of

health care data. The reason for the origin of such security need rose from the fact that health

care data is forced to be outsourced to third parties causing a threat of overriding security needs

like confidentiality, restricted access control, Integrity, keyword privacy, authentication

requirements. On the other hand upcoming technologies for data exchange are attracting medical
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domain entities like Hospitals, Health Insurance firms, research labs for blending technology 

with health care health data termed as e-health. 

Electronic health owes to be a domain that combines public health and medical informatics with 

the corporate world via the internet with an intention to improve data analysis and evaluation of 

health care zone-wide and worldwide. The cloud succeeds in providing benefit over the network 

in enhancing and improving patient care by facilitating interaction with hospital authorities, 

doctors and providing patient data for analyzing and diagnosis the problem. E-Health supports 

research in disease-relevant treatment prediction with continuous monitoring of epidemics. Such 

analysis helps in reducing the cost of prediction and diagnosis instead of involving costly 

hardware, programs, and information storage at the hospital site. 

               

                   Figure 6.1 depicting the need for security in E-health scenario 

 Eventually, E-Health also discloses a few issues like intricacy, coordination, missing 

synchronization features, privacy complications in cloud environments, disparities related to 

social frameworks. The medical authorities in practice are encircled by various threats rising in 

digitalization [71]. 
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Despite numerous factors effecting e-health the highest priority is occupied by privacy concerns 

pertaining to confidentiality, user authentication and loss of data integrity against vulnerabilities. 

Health data in distributed environments over web aims at enhancing efficient detection of 

diseases with hands on privacy. Among different encryption schemes opted for medical data few 

are at compromise posing unpredictable consequences that are well addressed in our approach.  

The work carried out provides improved security considering enhanced ABE infusion with a 

mechanism for limited access to patient data depending on priory framed access policies for 

authenticated, constrained users and unauthorized users. Enhanced ABE furnishes efficient and 

enhanced throughput with a secure hash algorithm (SHA-1) for authentication and 

Anonymization. . The proposed technique dispenses improved performance in terms of 

reliability, accessibility, and effectiveness in securing patient health records in distributed 

environments. Obviously, the contributed architecture renders space for the preferred level of 

confidentiality, and authentication to health collates with personalized access in all medical 

scenarios. 

6.2 ABE (Attribute Based Encryption) 

ABE is a public key encryption technique, where the produced ciphertext is the result obtained 

based on the user's private key and sensitive values of user records. ABE encryption method 

generates plaintext at destination with decryption depending on user secret key and ciphertext 

also generated from attributes of multiple authorities in the communication scenario. The 

Algorithm explores attribute-based encryption with access control involving user private key. 

ABE with its features has its applications spread in many areas like vector-based interfaces for 

search engines, encryption for log information. The algorithm appears in two flavors one for a 

key policy called KP-ABE and the other for cipher policy CP-ABE which ensures user 

revocation. The KP-ABE involves generating user private key relying on the access tree structure 

enabling user priorities as important criteria and encryption process using algorithms like AES. 

The cipher text-based ABE encrypts data using secret keys extracted from sensitive attributes. 

ABE is a powerful tool with a profound mechanism in a cloud environment, supporting feasible 

and reliable key management with access rights as a crucial feature. Besides these advantages, it 

suffers from issues like effective attribute revocation mechanism, deficiency in key coordination, 
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key escrow issue, and problems concerning key revocation related to healthcare and hospital 

management systems. 

6.3 SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm) 

The hashing concept aids to ascertain the Message Integrity and authentication which are 

facilitated with the generation and validation of digital signatures [72]. It finds its usage in many 

domains like mail protocols, TTL, SSL, IPSec, and many more. The common form of the hash 

algorithm generates a 160-bit hash value that holds against Brute force attacks and man in the 

middle attack. Few other forms of available hash algorithms are SHA -2 and SHA-3. SHA-2 uses 

a set of six hash functions having message digests of length 224, 256, 384, and 512 bits 

respectively. Out of the above-mentioned SHA-256 and SHA 512 project exceptional features in 

terms of computation with 32 bit and 64 bits. The exception is in the basic XOR operations 

performed. SHA-2, the well-known algorithm needed to face a tough fight to endorse its 

Predecessor. SHA-3 successfully handles compatibility issues with other hashing algorithms. 

6.4 Anonymization 

Anonymization technique provides protection to sensitive data using the rearrangement and 

encryption technique. Therefore the plaintext stays anonymized zed supporting sharing and 

secure transmission among communication parties. But unfortunately, the transformed data will 

always not remain anonymous as time continues. Numerous techniques have come to light to 

disclose data using the process of de-anonymization. To stand such setbacks introduced by 

attackers several types of anonymity techniques termed t-closeness, p-sensitivity, k-Anonymity, 

and I-Anonymity persist. K- Anonymity uses cryptographic hash techniques and transpositions. 

An extension to the k metho

transmitted in distributed environments [73]

as a fraction.  

To handle all such loopholes caused by attackers, various forms of Anonymity techniques are 

available like k-Anonymity, I-Anonymity, t- closeness, p-sensitivity. In k-anonymity, 

anonymization is a crucial feature using certain cryptographic hashing and transposition 

methods. K- -anonymity framework for the 
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privacy with further extension to Human and Societal aspects. 

6.5 Implemented Approach 

The major issue of concern in the hospital management system is the confidentiality of health 

information that portrays the positive association of reliability among doctors and their patients. 

The health data accumulated in distributed environments is at the edge of being subjected to 

various security breaches with irrecoverable massive damage to users with their crucial and 

personal health data stored at un-trusted parties. An attempt to resolve such disparities by 

addressing the key issues is contributed in our work with a hybrid approach that resolves the 

aforementioned issues. 

The proposed framework is addressed below: 

Phase 1:  

The process initiates with the creation of heuristic metadata for the patient data. The attributes of 

inpatient data are considered for defining the access control structure. Various predefined 

threshold values for different sets of users employ the ABE technique. Access policy is 

elucidated based on the access structure and certified attributes define the block of plain text that 

needs to be decrypted for the user's sets with prior defined threshold values. Therefore the 

defined access policies dictate the permissions for patient records. 

Phase 2: 

In this phase, the blocks of plaintext are converted into ciphertext blocks using four phases in 

ABE considered as Setup, Key generation, Encryption, and Decryption. 

Setup: At the accomplishment of this phase, the system considers 2 groups Grp1 and Grp2 

depending on security fields with pr the prime value, th the threshold, and bi bilinear pairs. 
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The centralized party plays a key facilitating role by generating master key MK and public key 

modulo. 

Key generation: The authenticated party produces secret key Prk for users by using hash 

algorithm SHA-1 with enhanced Feistel structure where SHA1 transforms predefined values of 

attributes into matrix form ( u rows and v columns where u is the number of attributes and v is 

the size of hash output). 

The steps involved in the key generation process are discussed as 

 The process is initiated by reading attributes and generating a hash value 

 The resultant Matrix Buxv is further divided into B1, B2, B3, and B4. 

 Produce Leuxv and Riuxv by combining B1, B3, and B2, B4 respectively. 

 Left-side and Right-side values of the Feistel network perform calculations as below 

Dividing  Riuxv to partitions of equal  size matrices Rib and Ric. 

 Perform transposition techniques to the matrix which results in Ribuxv and Ricuxv and 

add them to Quxv. 

 ROuxv a resulting transpose of uxv 

 Revised Leuxv is ROuxv and Riuxv is the previous value of Leuxv until n holds the old 

value. 

 Output Kuxv = Leuxv || Riuxv. 

1. Process terminates. 

Encryption: The message is encrypted by secret key extracted from user attributes. 

Ci = Encrypt ( Pk, PT, A) where Pk is the public key generated from attributes , A = plaintext PT. 

Decryption: The Receiver decrypts Cipher text Ci using the Secret key Prk generated by hash 

function.ABE favors threshold operations over attributes for granting privileged access to user 

groups. 

Phase 3: 
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Among various groups of users with certain attributes, the groups of users with limited access are 

considered as restricted users and are subjected to the Anonymity technique with lower 

distortion. The k-anonymity technique averts from identity revelation. 

Algorithm for ( Anonymity : 

Input: Raw table  

Output: Anonymized hybrid table. 

 1. Initialization stage 

 Create users for input in vector form and an array list of different users taken into 

 dissimilarity matrix DSMT with distances. 

2.  Anonymization at the Client-side  

 1. Calculate DSMT. 

 2. Initialize false value for points considered and opt a point Po with Cc as the centroid of 

some user user Cj and mark this point as true. 

 3. Next, step Consider false points as the minimum distance from Cc, with social 

attributes SAT. 

 4. Add the above point to Po, and evaluate the frequency against Anonymization 

parameter ka. 

 If (frequency of (SAT) < ka) 

 

               { 

                    Consider and redefine the centroid; 

                } 

               Else 

                    Avert; 

 4. Repeat the process for points in Cc and return. 

 5. Aggregate un-clustered points to the closest one 

  If  (1, K1) anonymity of user satisfactory 

    Accept 

   Else 

   {  

    Reject 
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   }  

3. Anonymity at the Server 

1. Examine the closest user sets np, np2 in the client end matrix generated. 

2. Integrate np1and np2. 

3. length of v=np1+np2. 

4. Calculate visualization vector P* u with an access structure TA. 

5. Tx defines the sub-tree with x as the root of the  tree TA. 

If root node is rn  within T= Trn,  Attri set =ae obeying the access policy of Tx 

              Tx (e) =1  

   If x is the leaf node of the tree  and attribute attri (x)             

              Tx ( e) =1  

        Else  

             Approve   sub- nodes. 

 

6. If each user confines the (a2, k2) anonymity 

{ 

Repeat the process  

} 

 } 

Depending on the Anonymity level and the predefined threshold values for the attributes in the 

access tree structure, the data are delivered in Plain text and the remaining blocks are 

Anonymized. 

 

Encryption and Decryption Process 

 

Let M be the size of plaintext and N is the defined access structure. The computations considered 

for developing the access structure are AND operation. The time complexity of key generation in 

the proposed framework includes two exponentials b and c in our algorithm, and two 

calculations are O(n2). Besides the size of the secret key Sk is considered to be unchanged and 

attributes considered by our Hybrid approach are two which degrades the load of generating a 

huge number of secret keys by reducing the traffic for faster decryption process O(n). 
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Additionally, the time complexity of encryption algorithm and ciphertext size specify the valid 

access of enhancing encryption efficiency and exchanging of rearranged text with a fewer 

number of valid access rather than considering the number of attributes and hence (N+1) 

computations. N denoting the number of considered paths based on encryption and ciphertext 

range. Eventually, Encryption and Decryption are both modular exponentiations of plain text or 

cipher text modulo n. Therefore the total time complexity of our proposed approach simplifies to 

O(n).  

When an Anonymization scheme is considered the key generation initiates with security 

complexity based on the polynomial in the size of the input. As the size of the secret key is fixed 

it contributes to O(1). As the plaintext of the proposed algorithm is divided into 2 different parts 

which are encrypted simultaneously and a max of them is considered. Therefore the Time 

co

O(log(n)+n+2n+2+3) ]. log(n)+n refers to the time complexity of XOR operation, 2n+2 refers to 

time complexity of loops and 3 refers to variables (negligible). Hence the time complexity 

) AND O(log(n)+n+2n+2+7)], which reduces to O(log(n)+log(2n3) +2n), further summarized to 

O(n). So, the total time complexity yields to O(n).  

6.6 Conclusion: 

The work addresses the need for securing patients' sensitive information by taking into 

consideration the level of access permissions. Despite numerous solutions proposed by 

researchers in areas of healthcare and e-Health few setbacks in terms of security prevailed in the 

medical domain. The significance of security and privacy in e-health is increasing day by day as 

huge data is generated in the process of treatments pertaining to medical issues and cases of 

patients like hospitals and clinics. This data is outsourced for several reasons at the risk of 

security. Hence security for patient data is provided by the Enhanced Security Framework 

algorithm which is patient-centric offering secure storage and administration of data related to 

diseases, treatment, fee details, etc. The algorithm preferred for encrypting the data is ABE in 

combination with SHA-1 and Anonymization technique. The proposed is an amplified 
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qualitative method with SHA-1 and refined Feistel structure participating in key generation 

process enhancing the security features in restricted user access environments. Moreover, the 

user groups falling into restricted access are handled using Anonymization techniques. The 

proposed technique renders reduced Encryption time, decryption time, and improved time 

complexity when compared to other existing methods. 
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Chapter 7 
 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS: 
 

  
7.1 Performance Analysis  
 

 To validate the proposed objectives the system is implemented using JSIM considering 

data set obtained from Pub med medical repository holding published records of various 

diseases. The data set considered for our experimental setup consists of 2564 abstracts published 

entailing attributes like Patient Id, Article title, Abstract, Year, date, Journal title, and keywords 

which aid in identifying preferred treatment for various diseases like Anemia, cancer, Breast 

cancer, Diabetics and so on depending on the case studies published articles by extracting the 

semantic relations like CURE, PREVENT, SIDE EFFECTS in sentences using the Machine 

Learning approaches like Bag of words, UMLS, and NLP. From the considered datasets Data set 

1 is termed to hold records pertaining to Arthritis, Data set 2 holding records of Cancer diseases, 

Diabetics as Data set 3 projecting records of Diabetics, Data set 4 holding Asthma records, and 

Data set 5 with Alzheimer's data in the table values.. The methodology used in the present 

research is a simulation using a JSIM simulator. The process initiated with the design of a 

simulation. The process continued by considering datasets like Pubmed and UCI .For evaluating 

the performance of proposed MVDTC method metrics like recall, precision, accuracy, and time 

efficiency are considered.  

 

 
Recall: A crucial metric concentrating on actual positives as our choice of evaluation tends to 

extract higher number of positives. Recall is computed as  

  =       

     +   

 

Precision: This metric renders the extent of positive predictions made by the model there by 

computed as 
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  =      

+      

where Tp and Fp  denotes the true positives and true negatives respectively.  

 

Accuracy: A essential metric that evaluates and assesses the efficiency of the model pertaining to 

binary and multiclass analysis by computing the true results for overall cases considered for 

classification. The Accuracy measure is formulated as 

 

 = (  + ) (  +  +  + )  

 

Here Tn   represents true positives,  represents true negatives, Fn showing false negatives, and  

Fp the  false positives.  

 

Time Efficiency: This metric shows the time taken for computation by the defined algorithms 

with a time span of 30 sec using JSIM.   

 

The implemented Process renders the following screenshots simulated using JSIM. The 

simulation for first objective considered 2564 records from Pubmed Corpus with several 

published articles holding Abstracts with a simulation time of 100s. 
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                       Figure 7.1 screenshot of Abstract classification Process 

 

7.2   Experimental results of   MVDTC Approach 

 

The Efficiency of proposed work is compared against several well versed classification 

algorithms like Support Vector Machines, Decision trees, and Complementary Naïve based 

approaches with aforementioned quality parameters. These parameters aid in better 

understanding of the model Performance.  

 

Figure.7.2 depicts the improved accuracy level of the proposed algorithm in comparison with 

existing approaches like CNB,DT and SVM with an improved accuracy value of 0.89. 
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Figure. 7.3 depicts Precision showing high degree of correctness by MVDTC with 0.56 

contradicting  other approaches like SVM, DT and CB with a notable variation of min 0.1 that 

tends to increase with increasing size of datasets.  

 

Figure 7.4 presents a graph reflecting the improved value of Recall metric for the proposed 

MVDTC recorded as 0.72 in comparison to others.  

 

 Figure 7.5 presents improved time efficiency for MVDTC with a value of 0.71 and sometimes 

SVM performing well in cases when data set size varies. 

 

 
 

              Accuracy  

 Data sets MVDTC CNB ASVM  IDT  

Arthiritis 0.89 0.81 0.71 0.7 

Cancer 0.79 0.59 0.69 0.61 

Diabetics 0.81 0.65 0.6 0.54 

Asthma 0.91 0.64 0.52 0.49 

Alzheimers  0.895 0.54 0.67 0.48 

 
                            Table 7.1 Performance analysis of Accuracy values 
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                               Figure 7.2 Accuracy of MVDTC Vs  DT, SVM, & CNB 
  
 
  
 

                                            Precision  

 Darasets MVDTC CNB SVM DT 

Arthiritis 
0.56 0.352 0.45 0.37 

Cancer 
0.52 0.321 0.43 0.42 

Diabetics 
0.572 0.4 0.31 0.38 

Asthma 
0.545 0.43 0.392 0.37 

Alzheimers 
0.64 0.353 0.34 0.35 

 
 
                            Table 7.2 Performance analysis of Precision values 
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                              Figure 7.3 Precision of MVDTC Vs DT, SVM, & CNB  
 

                                 Recall 

 Data sets MVDTC CNB ASVM  IDT  

Arthiritis 0.71 0.541 0.61 0.51 

Cancer 0.65 0.48 0.5 0.54 

Diabetics 0.69 0.51 0.46 0.62 

Asthma 0.71 0.57 0.42 0.41 

Alzheimers 0.72 0.42 0.41 0.39 
 
                  
                                Table 7.3 Performance analysis of Recall values 
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Figure 7.4 Recall of MVDTC Vs DT, SVM, & CNB
 
 
 

                      Time efficiency 

 Data sets MVDTC CNB SVM  IDT  

Arthiritis 0.51 0.54 0.71 0.74 

Cancer 0.54 0.54 0.65 0.67 

Diabetics 0.62 0.64 0.69 0.63 

Asthma 0.41 0.57 0.61 0.64 

Alzheimers 0.39 0.42 0.56 0.59 
   
 
                       Table 7.4 Performance analysis of Time Efficiency values 
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                     Figure 7.5 Time Efficiency of MVDTC Vs DT, SVM & CNB 
 
 
 

Metrices MVDTC  CNB  ASVM  IDT  

Accuracy  85.8  64.6  63.8  56.4  

Precision  56.6  37  38.4  37.8  

Recall  69.6  50.4  48  49.4  

Time 
efficiency  49.4  54.2  64.4  65.4  

 
 
                              Table 7.5 Overall Performance analysis MVDTC 
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                                    Figure 7.6 Overall performance of MVDTC 
 

 
     
                                   Figure 7.7 Screenshot of data set considered  
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   7.3   Performance Metrics for NDSRP 

     NDRSP outperforms other clustering approaches when evaluated against quality metrics 

namely recall measure, accuracy, time effectiveness, and f-measure. Our work materializes 

the proposed algorithm considering dataset holding 3500 tuples and 32 describing attributes 

among which few numerical fields such as Ethnicity, E-score, N-score, O-score, C-score are 

opted for extracting the relationships. The implementation task rendering improved results 

captured as screen shots are presented below. 

 

 

Figure 7.8 Screenshot showing the attributes considered for drug response similarities 
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Figure 7.9 Screenshot depicting the cluster formation of drug response similarities 

 

            Figure 7.10 Screenshot showing the centroid values of clusters formed 
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In Figure.7.11 an improved F-Measure of contributed work in comparison to other clustering 

algorithms like K-Means, KNN is projected depicts a high raise in F-Measure  

 

Figure 7.12 shows Accuracy reflecting the improved correctness of the model using a green bar 

by proposed approach in contrast to other considered with K-Means, KNN. 

 

The pictorial representation of Recall graph for proposed Approach in comparison to KNN 

values of different algorithms and variable data set sizes are shown in Figure 7.13. 

 Figure 7.14 shows proposed Approach reflecting improved Time efficiency in considered 

scenarios.  

 

 

 
 
                          
 
 
                                
 
         
 
 
 
 
                             Table 7.6 Performance analysis of F-Measure values 
 
 
 

 Data sets Ek-Mean  NDRSP HKNN  

100 0.42 0.59 0.4 

200 0.54 0.67 0.48 

300 0.56 0.71 0.52 

400 0.61 0.73 0.58 

500 0.64 0.74 0.48 

600 0.73 0.76 0.53 

700 0.74 0.79 0.55 
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Figure 7.11 Performance of f-measure with drug consumption data sets.
 
 
 
 
 

 Data sets Ek-Mean  NDRSP HKNN  

100 0.86 0.97 0.77 

200 0.84 0.98 0.62 

300 0.87 0.99 0.66 

400 0.79 0.96 0.7 

500 0.87 0.95 0.75 

600 0.74 0.96 0.7 

700 0.82 0.96 0.69 

 
 
                            Table 7.7 Performance analysis of Accuracy values 
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Figure 7.12 Performance of accuracy with processing drug consumption data sets.
 
 
 

 Data sets Ek-Mean  HKNN  NDRSP 

100 0.541 0.61 0.71 
200 0.48 0.5 0.65 
300 0.51 0.46 0.69 
400 0.57 0.42 0.71 
500 0.42 0.41 0.72 
600 0.56 0.68 0.86 
700 0.63 0.45 0.89 

 
 
                                 Table 7.8 Performance analysis of Recall values 
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     Figure7.13 Performance of recall concerning the consumption of drug-related data sets   
 
 
 

 Data sets HKNN  Ek-Means  NDRSP 

100 0.61 0.49 0.3 

200 0.73 0.54 0.31 

300 0.71 0.59 0.32 

400 0.85 0.61 0.33 

500 0.92 0.71 0.34 

600 0.95 0.62 0.36 

700 0.86 0.73 0.38 

 
   
                  Table 7.9 Performance analysis of Time Efficiency values 
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Figure 7.14 Performance of time in processing drug consumption data sets 
 
 
 
 

Metrics HKNN  EK-means  NDRSP  

f-measure  62  67  75  

Accuracy  63  74  81  

Recall  61  68  77  

Time efficiency  62  49  31  
 
                         
                           Table 7.10 Overall Performance analyses  
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              Figure 7.15 Overall Performance analyses of drug consumption data sets 
 
                    
 

7.4  Performance Metrics for HCBO 

 
 The medical drug response dataset considered for our experimental work contains 2500 

records featured with 32 attributes, among which different size data sets are chosen and the 

performance factors are evaluated with several parameters. 

 

The drug response similarity clusters are subjected to optimization using Ant Colony 

Optimization, whose implementation procedure screen shots are depicted below. 
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                Figure 7.16 Screenshot depicting the cluster walk in optimization process 
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       Figure 7.17 Screenshot depicting the cluster count in optimization process 
 

 
  
             Figure 7.18 Screenshot depicting the optimal path formation with ACO 
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Figure 7.19 shows the improvement in performance of f- measure in comparison existing K-
means model. 
 
Figure 7.20 depicts an improved Accuracy of variable drug consumption data sets using the 
ACO approach against the existing model. 
 
Figure 7.2 shows the increased time efficiency of hybrid technique against existing approaches. 
 
Figure 7.22 depicts an increase in Recall measure over the existing technique projecting the 
contribution. 
 
 
 

 Data sets PANT IACO HCBO 

100 0.65 0.69 0.89 

200 0.56 0.59 0.81 

300 0.42 0.58 0.74 

400 0.4 0.49 0.71 

500 0.38 0.4 0.69 

600 0.36 0.37 0.67 

700 0.34 0.35 0.66 

 
 
                               Table 7.11 Performance analysis of F-Measure 
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Figure 7.19 Performance of f-measure with variable drug consumption data sets

 
 
 

 Data sets PANT IACO HCBO 

100 0.89 0.86 0.93 

200 0.85 0.84 0.89 

300 0.81 0.79 0.82 

400 0.75 0.7 0.78 

500 0.65 0.68 0.77 

600 0.64 0.63 0.74 

700 0.61 0.62 0.72 

 
 
                        Table 7.12 Performance analysis of Accuracy values 
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Figure 7.20 Performance of Accuracy with variable drug consumption data sets.
 
 
 

 Data sets PANT IACO HCBO 

      
100 0.56 0.61 0.49 

200 0.59 0.71 0.54 

300 0.64 0.73 0.59 

400 0.68 0.85 0.61 

500 0.7 0.86 0.65 

600 0.71 0.88 0.69 

700 0.73 0.89 0.71 

 
 
 
                      Table 7.13 Performance analysis of Time Efficiency 
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  Figure 7.21 Performance of Time efficiency with variable drug consumption data sets 

 
 
 
 
 
      
                    

 
 
           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                              Table 7.14 Performance analysis of Recall values 
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Figure 7.22 Recall Performance on different drug consumption data sets.
 
 
 

Metrics PANT  IACO  HCBO  

f-measure  51.83333  57.83333  86.16667  

Accuracy  74.28571  73.14286  80.71429  

Recall  67.66667  65.5  81.33333  

Time  76.83333  92.16667  71.33333  
 
 
                               Table 7.15 overall Performance analyses  
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                                  Figure 7.23 Overall Performance Analyses 
 
 
 
 

7.5  Performance Metrics for ESF 

The Hybrid ABE approach contributed  outperforms the existing methods in terms of time 

and memory usage and results are compared with Real-time Operational Data Base (RODB), 

Common Database Forensic Investigation Process (CDFIP), Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)  

to Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Extraction Transformation Loading (ETL) 

 

The efficiency of Hybrid ABE  is evaluated against parameters like memory, Encryption time, 

and Decryption time. 
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Decryption time: The time lapsed in decrypting a encrypted message using secret keys is 

considered as decryption time.  

Memory Utilization: The amount of memory utilized by the system in bytes for different 

instances of users. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     Table 7.16 Performance analysis of  Time Efficiency values 
 
 

                    
                              
                                 Figure 7.24 Time efficiency based on User instances 
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                            Table 7.17 Performance analysis of Encryption Time 
 
 
 

 

             
                                              
                                               
                                           Figure 7.25 Encryption Time 
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                               Table 7.18 Performance analysis of Decryption Time 
 

 
 

            
 

                                      
                                                Figure 7.26 Decryption Time 
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 Datasets CDFIP RODB  LSTM  ESF 

100 3541 3642 3876 2759 

200 4216 4326 4216 3124 

300 6245 5974 3654 3421 

400 6798 6032 5243 3864 

500 5782 6890 5674 3932 
 

 
 
                       Table 7.19.Performance analysis of Memory Efficiency 

 
  

             
 
                           
 
                          Figure 7.27: Graph Showing Memory Utilization 
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 Chapter 8 
 

8.1 Conclusion 
 

Identifying Disease treatment relationships is an ever ending issue of concern raising scope for 

researchers to attain ultimate outcomes in predicting preferred treatments. Existing Techniques 

like co-occurrence analysis, rule based methodologies are used in disease treatment relation, but 

Machine learning techniques in combination with preprocessing and classification results in high 

accuracy, precision, and recall. Our present work extends predicting profound treatment for 

diseases by introspecting parameters like the cure, treatment, and side effects using classification 

strategies in fusion with Machine learning. Therapy related to a treatment focuses on drugs. Drug 

Response similarity is beneficial in identifying the degree of similarities between the responses 

that cells show when exposed to drugs. Existing techniques considered components of drugs and 

transcription, but did not focus on the personality traits of Patients as criteria. In the proposed 

technique patients personality traits like ethnicity, E-score, O-Score, N-Score and so on are 

considered for better treatment which further help in drug repositioning that is one of the vital 

concept to be considered in the present medical field. Further the significance of security and 

privacy in e-health is increasing day by day. As huge data is generated in the process of 

treatments pertaining to medical issues at hospitals and clinics, this data is stored and shared for 

several causes at the risk of security. Hence security for patient data is provided by the Enhanced 

Security Framework algorithm which is patient centric offering secure storage and 

administration of data related to diseases, treatment, fee details and so on. The algorithm 

preferred for encrypting the data is ABE in combination with SHA and Anonymization 

technique. The proposed technique renders reduced Encryption time, decryption time and 

improved time complexity when compared to other existing methods. 

 

8.2 Future Scope and limitations  

 

The Profound work promises to be successful in satisfying the objectives without deviating from 

the primary perspective by concentrating on health related data subjected to technological 

challenges and issues pertaining to publishing of medical data with a wave of improvisation. 

Moreover the work scales by extracting the similarities in drug responses using enhanced 
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Predictive models for better therapy and there by leveraging the scope for optimized Drug 

repositioning. An urge for securing patient data, depending on the predefined access structure of 

various groups, attracted researchers to move towards numerous techniques associated to remote 

healthcare and e-health that achieved focus for enhanced security scope. The profound 

approaches help in contributing a rapid recovery rate in medical environment providing 

advantage to society and projecting the research quintessence. 

 

Limitations:  

Our approach offers possible solutions for identified pitfalls but still leaves few issues 

unanswered and unsolved leading to scope and applicability restriction. In the proposed research 

objectives, the k-means algorithm at times shadows its sensitive point of extremes down trading 

the efficiency of proposed technique.  The Ant Colony Optimization approach adopted in Drug 

repositioning presents efficient results with entailing issues of Time convergence, Varying 

Probability distributions and tough Theoretical analysis which need to be further leveraged. The 

ABE approach provides enhanced security at the cost of computational complexity of E-health 

records. 
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